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Abstract 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
FOR THE 

TAGGED TOKEN DATAFLOW ARCHITECTURE 
by 

David E. Culler 

Submitted to the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
on January 18, 1985 in partial fulfillment of the requirements 

for the Degree of Master of Science 

The Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture is multiprocessor based on the LI-interpreter model of 
dataflow computation. It captures the essential execution mechanism of the LI-interpreter precisely; 
operations are enabled for execution by the availability of operand data. However, computational 
resources in the model and the machine are viewed quite differently. This thesis addresses four 
major resource management issues essential to bridge the gap between the LI-interpreter and the 
Tagged Token DatafJow Architecture. 

1. Termination detection: The completion of code-block invocations must be detected so 
resources can be released and reused. This problem is solved by augmenting graphs 
with auxiliary arcs so that the execution of a particular operation signifies completion. 

2. Token store overflow: Deadlock due to token store overflow Is overcome by determining 
the worst-case token storage requirements of code-blocks in advance and reserving that 
amount of token ~torage. Token storage requirements are determined by modeling the 
space of legal graph configurations as a system of integer linear constraints and 
maximizing the token storage requirement subject to these constraints. The resulting 
integer linear program is of a form that can be solved efficiently. 

3. Iteration identifier overflow: The labels carried on tokens are represented by fixed size 
tags; iteration identifiers must be reused to allow loops to execute a large number of 
iterations. This requires controlling the unfolding {I.e., the number of concurrent 
iterations) of loops. It is shown that loops exhibit bounded unfolding if and only if the 
graph forms a single strongly connected component. A transformation is proPosed 
which allows controlled unfolding of loops and automatic reuse of iteration identifiers. 

4. Program deadlock: Each code-block invocation requires certain resources. Thus, the 
resource capacity of the machine limits the number of concurrent invocations. Programs 
unfold as a tree of invocations. If too much parallelism is exposed (i.e., if the invocation 
tree is allowed to grow too broad) the machine resources will become prematurely 
exhausted and cause the program to deadlock. A resource management strategy is 
developed which constrains program unfolding so that just enough parallelism is 
exposed to fully utilize the machine. 

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Arvind 

Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
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Termination Detection. Token Storage, Tag Management, Controlled Loop Unfolding, Program . . 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

The Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture is a novel multiproceswr architecture based on the 

U-interpreter [9] model of dataflow computation. The machine is extremely close to the model in 

certain aspects, but fundamentally different in others. In both the model and the machine, 

operations are enabled for execution based on the availability of data However, the model ~umes 

unbounded resources and unbounded processing power. whereas the machine must operate within 

finite resource constraints. This difference raises a variety of resource management problems which 

must be overcome for large programs to execute effectively on the Tagged Token Dataflow 

Architecture 

The execution mechanism embodied in the U-interpreter and realized in the Tagged Token 

Dataflow Architecture is quite unlike that of conventional computers. Under the U-interpreter, a 

program is a dataflow graph; the nodes denote operations. and the arcs denote data dependence 

between operations. Data values are carried on labeled tokens, which flow along the arcs in the 

graph. An operation may execute (or fire) whenever a set of tokens is available on its input arcs. 

When an operation fires it consumes a token from each input arc and produces a result token on 

each output arc. The Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture captures these aspects of the model 

precisely. A program for this machine is an adjacency list representation of a dataflow graph; each 

instruction contains an operation code and a list of suocessor instruction addresses. Data is 

transferred between instructions as labeled packets of information. Le.. tokens. Instructions are 

scheduled based soley on the availability of operands; an asseciative token store detects when a 

matched set of operands is available and enables the corresponding instruction for execution. 

When an instruction executes, its operands are purged from the teken store, a result is computed, 

and result tokens are generated with labels corresponding to the output arcs of the instruction. 
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The fundamental difference between the model and the machine is the viewpoint adopted toward 

computational resources. The model is essentially free of resource constraints. All resources are 

unbounded, allocated implicitly, and used only once. No bounds are placed on the number of 

tokens which may reside on a arc, the number of simultaneously executing operations. or the size of 

the labels carried on tokens. A program is allowed to unfold in an unconstrained manner, exposing 

as much parallel activity as ~ible [7]. In the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture, resources are 

in finite supply, allocated explicitly, and reused by n~ity. A given machine configuration offers 

a fixed amount of token storage and a fixed number of processors. The labels carried on tokens are 

represented by fixed size tags. The viewpoint adopted in the U·interpreter model is simple and 

elegant, but impractical for a realistic machine. 

This thesis offers a way to overcome the differences between the model and the machine through 

a concerted approach to resource management, involving the compiler and the nm-time system. 

Program graphs based on the U-interpreter model are transformed into equivalent graphs which are 

more suitable for execution on the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. These. graphs have 

predictable resource requirements and include special operations to engage the run-time system. 

The run-time system has two responsibilities: dynamic allocation/deallocation of resources, and 

dynamic control of program execution. The work presented here is motivated by the need to 

resolve particular resource management problems facing the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture, 

however, it serves a more general goal as well. Resource management is a fundamental aspect of 

any dataflow machine, and the issues raised in this thesis should have a prominent role in the design 

and evaluation of dataflow architectures in general. 

1.1. Overview of the Thesis 

The U·interpreter 

The U-interpreter is presented in Chapter 2. Under this modeL tokens carry activity names. in 

addition to data values, which specify the part of the computation to which the token belongs. An 

operation may execute whenever a set of tokens with identical activity names is available on its 

input arcs. Parallelism and synchronization are exp~ naturally through the branching and 

rejoining of the graph. A program graph establishes a partial order on the firing of operations; if 
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there is no dependency between two operations, they are pennitted to fire in parallel or in any 

order. The basic operations are described by simple rules for producing result values and activity 

names from input values and activity names. The operations have no side-effects and no internal 

state. Thus, if there is no dependency between two operations, the results produced are not affected 

by the relative order in which the operations fire. The class of legal program graphs is defined by a 

set of graph schemata and simple composition rules. These graphs are structured such that all legal 

execution orderings produce exactly the same results. The model allows unbounded queuing of 

tokens on the arcs, unbounded activity names, and unbounded parallel activity. 

In examining the U-interpreter, there are a number of important points to observe. (1) A 

program unfolds as a tree of code-block invocations, much as a conventional program does, except 

that many branches of the tree may be in execution simultaneously. At any point in a computation, 

the active portion of the invocation tree represents the state of the computation. (2) Activity names 

grow rapidly in size. The context portion of the activity name specifies a path from the root of the 

tree to a particular code-block invocation, and thus grows in size linearly with the depth of the 

invocation tree. The iteration number portion of the activity name grows logarithmically with the 

number of iterations executed by a loop. (3) The token storage requirement of a program is the 

maximum number of tokens that co-exist at any point in a legal execution ordering. This is an 

important measure of the resource requirements of a program. In general, it is not possible to 

determine the token storage requirement of an entire program in advance, as this is equivalent to 

the classical halting problem. However, it is possible to determine the token storage requirements 

for reasonably large portions of programs; this is non-trivial as there are generally many legal 

execution orders. ( 4) The resource requirements of a program are extremely sensitive to the 

execution order. The active portion of the invocation tree detennines the amount of resources 

required by the program. Under sequential evaluation, at most one branch is active at any time. 

Under parallel evaluation the active portion may include the entire tree. It is trivial to construct 

examples where a maximally parallel evaluation has exponentially larger resource requirements 

than a sequential evaluation. The resource requirements of a program can be controlled by 

constraining the amount of exposed parallel activity. 
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The Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture 

The Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture is described in Chapter 3. It is a scalable 

multip~r comprised of numerous processing elements (PF.s), each a oomplete dataflow 

computer. The PE is heavily pipelined and extremely tolerant to communication latency [5]. The 

Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture captures the basic execution mechanism of the U-interpreter. 

Data is transferred between instructions as tokens, but tokens carry fixed size tags in place of 

unbounded activity names. The tag specifies the instruction which is to be executed, including the 
-

p~g element that holds the instruction, and the address where the instruction resides within 

that p~ing element, An associative waiting-matching store is employed to retain tokens while 

they await their partners and to detect when instructions are enabled When matching tokens are 

detected they are purged from the waiting-matching store, and the corresponding instruction is 

scheduled for execution. A computation is distributed over the P& using a two-level scheme. 

Code-block invocations are assigned dynamically to collections of processors, called domains, by the 

run-time system. The individual activities (Z:e, instances of instructions) within a code-block 

invocation are distributed over P& in a domain by hashing the tag [2). Certain resources are 

associated with each code-block invocation, including: a code-block register, a block of program 

memory, and varying amounts of token storage. 

In examining the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture there are a number of important points to 

observe. (1) Program graphs must be embellished to engage the resource management system when 

resources are to be allocated and to inform this system when resources can be released. (2) If the 

waiting-matching store of an individual p~r becomes full, the processor will deadlock. Thus, 

the load on the waiting matching store should be amsidered along with· other resources when 

assigning work to p~rs, even though token storage is allocated and released implicitly. (3) The 

iteration number portion of the tag will overflow. Thus, iteration numbers must be reused like 

other resources. (4) If programs are allowed to unfold in an unconstrained manner, as in the U

interpreter. many programs which should execute within the resources provided by the machine 

will exhaust the machine resources and fail because too much parallelism is exposed. By 

constraining how programs unfold, it is posmble to reduce their resource requirements, while still 

fully utilizing the machine:· .~· . , . · ,,..... '.; 
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The Resource Management Problems 

Chapter 4 articulates the basic resource management problems in realizing the U-interpreter on 

the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. These problems can be largely overcome through 

sophisticated resource management (1) Program graphs should be embellished so that a request is 

sent to the run-time system whenever resources must be allocated. The final token generated by a 

code-block invocation should be a signal to inform the system that the invocation has completed 

and the oorresponding resources can be released. (2) The run-time system should ensure that no 

waiting-matching store is over-oommitted. This requires determining the worst-case token storage 

requirements of code-block invocations in advance. so the system can avoid ;migning an invocation 

to a oollection of processors with insufficient token storage. (3) Loop code-blocks should be 

transformed so that iteration numbers can be reused If iterations numbers are reused properly, the 

size of the iteration field in the tag limits the number of ooncurrent invocations of a loop, not the 

total number of iterations. (4) The breadth of the active portion of the invocation tree should be 

oonstrained so that enough parallelism is exposed to fully utilize the machine. without requiring 

more resources than neceswy. Following these guidelines will allow programs of significant size to 

execute effectively on the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. The latter chapters of the thesis 

develop the solutions suggested by this guideline. starting with a simple elm of programs and 

progressing through more oomplex program structures. 

Data structures present an entirely different cl1m of resource management problems. many of 

which are extremely difficult This thesis does not deal with the management of data structure 

storage at all. A caveat ought to be placed around each statement concerning resource 

requirements; data structure storage requirements are not included Many program structures 

which have bounded resource requirements excluding data structure storage. may have unbounded 

structure storage requirements. The structure storage requirements of a program depend heavily on 

the model of structures employed, whether it be Dennis's general structures (15, 9] or 

I-structures (11]1. The U·interpreter is defined in terms of general structures. The Tagged Token 

1oeneral structures require a new sttucture, with a single new element, be aeated when an element is appended. They 
are usually implemented as a linked sttucture, so that parts of the structure can be shared. l"ltnlCtllrcs are a special case of 
sttuctures, requiring that each element be written at most once. They are usually implemented as an array of slots, with 
special hardware to allow reads to arrive before writa (17). 
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Dataflow Architecture. supports only I-structures, as they are more efficient, but less general. The 

work presented in this thesis is pertinent with either form of structures. The discussion assumes the 

general form of structures. 

Acyclic Blocks Without Conditionals 

Chapter S examines the simplest class of programs, acyclic blocks without conditionals. The 

overall structure of these programs is independent of the input data and can be determined in 

advance. Recursion is excluded a priori, for without conditionals it would never terminate. 

Nonetheless. this cla$ of programs is quite interesting. For a given computation, there are many 

(possibly exponentially many) legal execution orders, and the different orders have vastly different 

resource requirements. The particular order that a given machine will follow is extremely bard to 

predict; instructions are scheduled for execution dynamically based on the arrival of data. The 

arrival patterns are effected by the machine ronfiguration, the assignment of work to processors, the 

structure and behavior of the network, the collisions encountered in the network, the mix of 

instructions, etc. Rather than try to predict the particular execution order, we will determine the 

worst-case resource requirements in any legal execution order. 

The ·primary resource management problem is token storage. Unless the load placed on the 

waiting-matching stores of the various PEs is 8ccounted for, an individual PE may become over

rommitted and deadlock. even though the overall resources in the machine are sufficient to support 

the romputation. To account for this load, the potential token storage requirement of a code-block 

must be determined in advance. A powerful technique for determining the worst-case token 

storage requirements for such programs is developed in Chapter s~ The basic idea is to formulate 

the space of legal configurations of a dataflow graph as a system of integer linear constraints. The 

token storage requirement of a code-block, as a function of the oonfiguration. can be maximized 

over· the feasible region determined by the ronstraints. The constraint systems that arise through 

this approach have a particularly simple form (the dual of a min·cost flow problem) and can be 

solved efficiently (i.e., in polynomial time). This technique is quite general, and allows for a variety 

of extensions. 
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Acyclic Blocks With Conditionals 

Chapter 6 extends the constraint system technique to handle conditional expressions. This pushes 

the limits of the approach. Determining tight bounds on the token storage requirements of acyclic 

blocks with conditionals is NP-complete. However, approximate bounds can be determined 

efficiently and succemvely refined using a branch-and-bound approach. While, determining the 

resource requirements of an entire program employing conditional expremons and recursion is 

equivalent to solving the halting problem, tight bounds on the resource requirements of individual 

code-block invocations for such programs can be computed efficiently, for most code-blocks 

encountered in practice. 

Cyclic Blocks 

Chapter 7 focuses on the cl~ of cyclic graphs arising from the loop constructs. These graphs 

present a variety of inter-related problems. (1) The iteration number portion of the tag will 

overflow on modest loops. (2) The token storage requirement for loops.may be unbounded. (3) 

Loops may spawn an unbounded number of concurrent, subordinate code-block invocations. The 

key to solving these problems is to control the number of concurrent iterations of a loop. The main 

result presented in Chapter 7 characterizes the cl~ of loops which have bounded unfolding and 

those which can potentially unfold into arbitrarily many concurrent iterations. A loop has bounded 

unfolding if and only if the graph representing the body of the loop forms a single strongly 

connected component This result suggests a technique for augmenting cyclic graphs so that they 

have bounded unfolding. With slight extensions to the basic model, the degree of unfolding can be 

set at the time the loop is invoked. These augmented graphs produce the same results as the 

original graphs, but have more predictable resource requirements. The token storage requirements 

can be determined using the constraint system technique, as a function of the number of concurrent 

iterations. Iterations identifiers are recycled in these augmented graphs automatically; if the. loop 

has a maximum of k concurrent iterations. then the first iteration is guaranteed to be complete 

when the k +1st iteration begins. 

The analysis and transformation of cyclic graphs is ad~ first for the case where conditional 

expressions within the loop are excluded. The results are extended to handle conditional 

expressions. 
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Dynamic Control 

Chapter 8 addr~ how the unfolding of general program structures can be dynamically 

controlled. The Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture tends to allow the invocation tree to unfold 

in a breadth-first manner. This approach exposes as much parallelism as possible, but causes 

extremely large resource requirements. A depth-first unfolding exposes less parallelism, but has 

smaller resource requirements. By allowing the mode of unfolding to be determined dynamically, 

based on the machine status, it is ~ible to execute large programs effectively on the machine. 

The program is allowed to unfold in a breadth-first manner until sufficient parallelism is generated 

to fully utilize the m~chine. At which point, a depth-first unfolding can be pursued on a number of 

independent branches. 
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Chapter Two 

The U·interpreter 

The U-interpreter is an abstract model of parallel computation developed by Arvind. eL a~ [9, 3]. 

This chapter describes the model in detail and draws attention to those aspects most germane to 

resource management The U-interpreter is independent of any particular machine. It is defined 

abstractly in terms of propagating data values, in the form of tokens. through graphs. Parallelism is 

implicit; the model simply relaxes the constraints on the order in which operations are performed. 

Tokens carry an activity name, in addition to a data value, which specifies the arc on which the 

token resides and the firing of the corresponding instruction in which it will participate. An 

individual firing of an instruction is termed an activity. The lxmc operations are defined by rules 

for generating result values and activity names based on the input values, input activity names, and 

the program graph. The structure of datatlow graphs is dictated by a collection of simple graph 

schemata2• The schemata play a prominent role in the latter chapters of the thesis, for they are the 

basis for analyzing the structure of program graphs. The schemata are defined such that all legal 

executions produce exactly the same results. Thus, programs are determinate, even though the 

order in which activities are performed is not Synchronization of parallel operations is inherent in 

the mechanism for enabling operations, because operations are enabled for execution when their 

operands are available. The model is simple and elegant, but unrealistic for a direct 

implementation because it assumes unbounded queuing of tokens on the arcs. permits activity 

names of unbounded size, and allows an unbounded number of operations to execute 

simultaneously. 

This chapter presents a precise, but not completely rigorous, formulation of the U".'intepreter. 

2nie graph schemata presented here differ slightly ftom those presented in the referena:s. Notably, the L operator is 
eliminated from the loop tchema. 
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However, before going into detail we will develop intuition for the nature of dataflow computation. 

A dataflow program is a directed graph of operations. As an example, Figure 2-1 shows the graph 

for (a2 + 1) • (a2 - 1). Values are transferred between operations along the arcs as tokens. An 

operator may execute (or fire) whenever tokens are available on each of its input arcs. In FtgUre 

2-1, operation S1 is enabled to execute. Upon firing, it consumes a token from each input arc and 

produces a token on each output arc. Thus, in Figure 2-1, after S1 fires, both S2 and S3 will be 

enabled. These two operations may execute in parallel, or either may precede the other. Dataflow 

operators are functional in the sense that the outputs of an activity are entirely determined by the 

values carried on the input tokens. The pair of values received by S4 is not affected by the order in 

which S2 and S3 fire. S 4 will not be enabled until both S2 and S3 have completed. 

+1 

s : 
4 

s . 3 . -1 

Fipre 2·1: A Simple Dataflow Graph 
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The preceding discussion treats a dataflow program as an acyclic graph, which can be applied to a 

setof arguments by placing initial tokens on the input arcs. We want to ~xtend this basic model to 

allow for cyclic graphs and user defined functions. With cyclic graphs it is possible for a number of 

tokens to reside on an arc simultaneously. The simple firing rule given above does not specify how 

tokens from the various arcs should be selected to participate in a given activity. Additional 

constraints are required to insure that the selection is completely determined If there is any 

indeterminacy in the selection of tokens to participate in an activity, program results will be 

indeterminate as well 

Historically, these additional constraints have been introduced into the dataflow model in three 

fonns. The static-dataflow model proposed by Dennis (15) places the constraint that no more than 

one token can reside on an arc. The Q-interpreter (8) allows unbounded queueing on the arcs, but 

requires that FIFO order be maintained; this is difficult to implement in practice. The U

interpreter allows unbounded queueing on the arcs with no imposed order; instead, each token 

carries an activity name which uniquely identifies the portion of the computation to which it 

belongs. 

In the U·interpreter, the firing rule is extended as follows: an operator may fire whenever a token 

is available on each of its input arcs, such that the set of input tokens have identical activity names. 

Any sequence of activities which obeys this rule is a legal execution order. Most code-blocks will 

have numerous legal execution orders, since the firing rule defines a partial order on the execution 

of activities in a program. The exact structure of activity names and the rules for generating the 

activity names for result tokens are described below. 

User-defmed functions introduce additional complications. Intuitively, such a function is 

represented by a dataflow graph. Applying the function involves placing tokens on the input arcs of 

the corresponding graph and allowing them to propagate through the graph to produce results. The 

subtlety lays in how tokens are conveyed to and from the representative graph. One approach (21) 

suggests an apply operator which receives a function value and an argument value and replaces itself 

with the graph representing the function. In essence, function application is graph expansion. This 

approach encounters serious difficulties if cyclic graphs are permitted. A second approach (15) 

suggests that the apply operator forward its argument value to the graph which represents the 
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function, with additional "uniqueness" information carried on the tokens to differentiate between 

distinct invocations. In essence, the program graph is fixed. but some portions have many 

independent waves of tokens flowing through them. The latter approach is employed 'in the U

interpreter, with part of the activity name (the context) providing uniqueness. 

Activity names do not, in and of themselves, guarantee that the selection of tokens to participate 

in an activity is completely detennined. If two tokens could be placed on an arc with the same 

activity name, either could be selected to participate in an activity. Legal dataflow graphs are 

structured so this can not happen; no two activities have the same activity name3• Legal dataf1ow 

graphs are defined by a collection of graph schemata and rules of composition. The schemata 

ensure that all potential activities in the execution of a program are assigned unique activity names. 

The graphs are selftleaning, Le., no tokens remain in the graph when the program tenninates, and 

all legal executions produce exactly the same resul1s. 

ll. Acthrity names 

The activity name is a 4-tple, (CONTEXT, CODE-BLOCK NAME. STATEMENT NUMBER. ITERATION 

NUMBER>. This is generally abbreviated <u.c.sJ>. The code-block name and statement number 

together identify a specific node in the program graph. A dataflow program comprises a collection 

of separate graphs called code-blockr, these correspond to individual loops or procedures in a high

level datatlow language. Each code-block is given a unique name and the operators within a code 

block are given unique statement numbers. The context and iteration number together identify a 

particular firing of the specified node. The a>ntext specifies a particular invocation of the named 

code-block. The iteration number specifies a particular iteration, within this invocation. Assume 

the graph schemata are structured so that each potential activity in a dataflow program has a unique 

activity name. Then the unique context for a code-block invocation can be simply the activity name 

of the apply activity which generated the invocation. 

3There are many situations where non-dete.nninistic behavior is required, t.g., real-time systems. This can be captured 
in the dataOow model with specific non-detenninistic operators, such a rtttrp. Although non-deterministic constructs 
have been proposed for the U-interpreter (cj. the references [9, 4D, these c:onstructs wilt not be considered in the thesis. 
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2.2. Basic Firing Rule 

The basic firing rule is illustrated in Figure 2-2 Tokens carry a value, an activity name. and a 

port number. All tokens destined for instruction s in code-block P carry an activity name of the 

fonn <u.P.S1>. The different instances of this operation are differentiated by the u and I parts. All 

tokens participating in an activity must carry identical activity names. Thus. in Figure 2-2. the 

tokens carrying values of 1 and 2 enable operation S, but those carrying 1 and 5 do not The port 

number specifies the input arc upon which the token resides. An activity is enabled for execution 

when tokens with identical activity names are available on each port of the node specified by the 

activity name. These matching tokens are consumed and result tokens are produced for the output 

arcs. Figure 2-2 shows the transition caused by a single firing of the + operation. 

U.C.SJ. 

U.C.S.I 

U'.C.S.f 

U.C.Tl.I U.C.Tl.I 

i 
).= T: l: T: 

2 2 

Figure 2· 2: Firing an Operator 

The firing rule specifies the yields-in-one-step relation for the U-interpreter. A configuration is 

simply a set of tokens. Since each token identifies the arc upon which it resides, a set of tokens is 

effectively an assignment of tokens to arcs in a graph. In a given configuration a collection of 

activities are enabled for execution. Some number of them fire, generating a new token set by 

removing input tokens and producing output tokens. The initial configuration of a dataflow 

program has a single token on the input arc of the top-level code-block. 
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An operator is well·behaved if each firing consumes a token from each input arc and produces a 

single token on each output arc, carrying the u. c and I common to the input tokens. Arithmetic, 

logical, and data structure operators are well-behaved. 

Acyclic graphs of well-behaved operators are essentially like well-behaved operators; a single set 

of inputs produce a single set of outputs. with the same u. c and L Consider, for example, the graph 

in Figure 2-1, above. We observed that this graph has three legal execution orders. S1 must fire 

first Then S2 and S3 may fire in parallel, S2 may fire before s
3
, or s

3 
may fire before S2• Finally, 

S4 fires. With all three orders, a single wave of tokens propagates through the graph, although the 

respective wavefronts differ. Each activity is assigned a unique activity name, independent of the 

execution order, because only the s part changes, and no statement number is repeated. Eventually, 

a single wave of tokens is produced on the output arcs, with the u. c and I of the input wave. This 

property is formalized below. 

Definition 2: A graph is well-behaved if a set of tokens, one on each input arc, with 
identical u, c and 1: (1) produces a token on each output arc carrying the same u. c and I, 
(2) leaves no other tokens in the graph, and (3) assigns to each activity generated by the 
set of inputs a unique activity name, independent of the execution order. 

Acyclic interconnections of well-behaved operators are well-behaved, since the u. c and I parts of 

the activity name do not change and each operation fires exactly once. By induction on the depth of 

the graph, the results produced by an acyclic graph are determined entirely by the values carried on 

the input tokens, independent of the execution order. 

2.4. Conditional Schema 

The graph schema for conditional expressions is depicted in Figure 2· 3. It employs a special 

operator, switch, which is not well-behaved. A switch receives two inputs. an arbitrary data value 

and a boolean control value, and routes the data value to one or the other output, as specified by the 

control value. The behavior of the switch is given by: 

{ <u.c.sSWITCHJ, v> data' <u.c.s~. b> ctrl} 1- { <u.c.sn~· v> Pwi, if b = true, 

{ <u.c.sPALS!'I' v> Pfalse}, if b = false. 

The conditional schema represents an expresmon of the form, ff P( a1 •••• •.> then 
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F(x1 , •• ,xk) else G(x1, •• ,xk), where F represents the 'true' block and G the 'false' block. The 

k switch nodes are controlled by a single predicate. The two sub-blocks of the conditional schema 

may be any well-behaved graphs. The merge, denoted by ® is not a true operator; it denotes that 

two arcs converge on the same port Since the arms of the conditional are well-behaved, a single 

wave of input tokens produces a single wave of tokens on either the 'true' or 'false' side, with the 

original u, c and 1. Thus, each merge receives exactly one token, and it carries the original u, c and 

I. So, the conditional schema is well-behaved. 

switch • • • 
T F 

'true' block 'false' block 

• • • 

Figure 2·3: Schema for Conditional Ex.pres.Vons 
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2.5. Acyclic Code·blocks 

Acyclic graphs can be encapsulated as a code-block to support user-defined functions. This makes 

the model fully general, since all partial recursive functions can be expressed in terms of function 

invocation and conditional expression. Function invocation changes the nature of the model 

dramatically. For acyclic graphs without function invocation, the computation is completely 

described by the program graph. Each operation fires exactly once. With function invocation, the 

program effectively expands whenever a function is invoked. An executing dataflow program is an 

extremely dynamic entity. 

An acyclic code-block is simply an acyclic graph with a begin operator as the input node and an 

End operator as the output node (cf. Figure 2-4). This corresponds to a user-defined function 

containing no loops. The begin and end operators manipulate the context portion of the activity 

name in conjunction with the apply schema, as shown in Figure 2-4. The apply operator takes as 

input an argument structure and a code-block identifier. It produces a result token which is 

destined for the begin operator of the specified code-block and carries the argument structure as 

data. The activity name of the corresponding applf 1 operator is stacked into the context U' = 
<u.c.sAPPLv·1D to provide a unique context for the new invocation. The context serves also to 

provide a return activity name when the invocation completes. ·The iteration number is immaterial, 

and is set to zero. The begin operator simply passes the argument structure on to the body of the 

invoked code-block. Since data structures can be passed on tokens, a single argument token and a 

single result token is fully general. 

If the body of the invoked code-block is well-behaved, the end operator receives a single token 

with context U' and iteration number 0. It unstacks the activity name for the appli1 operator, and 

thereby returns the result value to the apply schema. The apply 1 operator simply passes the result 

value to its successors. 

The behaviorofthe applyand endaregiven by, 

{<u.c.sAPPLv.I, v> 
811

, <u.c.sAPPLv.I• P>proc} .... {«u.c.sAPPLv·Ll>.P.S~. v>}. and 

{«u.c.sAPPLv·1.I>.P.sEND.o, v>} .... {<u.c.sAPPLv·1J, v>}. 

The begin and applf 1 are simply identity operators. 
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begin 

' -" 

,-
' ' 

·I I 
apply 

end end 

I I 
' -·" 

Figure 2·4: Code-block Invocation 

Assuming the invoked code-block is well-behaved. the. apply schema is well-behaved. So any 

acyclic interconnection of basic operators, conditional schemas. and apply schemas is well-behaved. 

assuming the invoked code-blocks are well-behaved. 

The manipulation of activity names is best understood by considering the entire invocation tree 

generated by a computation. Note that if a code-block is invoked with a context u, all tokens 

generated by the invocation carry this context The program is initiated when some code· block Pis 

invoked with a null context 0. Each activity generated by this invocation has a unique activity 

name of the fonn <o.P.s.o>. Thus. each subordinate code-block invocation, receives a unique 

context pf the fonn «>.P.s.o>. For example, in Figure 2·5, operation V within code-block Pinvokes 

code-block Q. Operation S' within Q generates another invocation, and so on. The program 

unfolds as a tree of code-block invocations as indicated by Figure ~S. 

By induction, each activation provides its children with a uniquerontext Therefore, each activity 

is assigned a unique activity name. Assuming the program tenninates, all branches of the 

invocation tree are finite. The leaves generate no further invocations; thus, they are well-behaved 
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<<>.P.S.O> 

<<>.P.V.O> 
<<>.P.T.O> 

<<<>.P.V.O>.Q.S~.O> 

<<>.P.W.O> 0 
<<<>.P.V.O>.Q.T.O> 

0 
Figure 2-S: Tree of Code-block Invocations 
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and return tokens to their parents. By induction, each of the applf1 operators receive a single result 

and every code-block activation is well-behaved. Therefore, the entire program is well.;behaved. 

Hence, all terminating dataflow programs comprised of acyclic code-blocks, of well-behaved 

operators, conditional schemata. and apply schemata are well behaved. 

2.6. Loop Code·blocks 

Iterative or tail-recursive constructs are an important special class of computations which should 

be carried out efficiently. These constructs are represented conveniently by the loop code-block 

schema depicted in Figure 2-6. This is the only form of cyclic graph allowed in dataflow programs. 

A loop code-block, like the acyclic code-block, has a begin operator, an end operator, and a well· 

behaved internal graph. However, the internal graph of a loop-code block has substantial structure. 

As suggested by Figure 2-6 it consists of four acyclic subgraphs, plus feedback arcs. A loop variable 

is associated with each feedback arc. The header, trailer, and loop body may be arbitrary acyclic 

graphs. The predicate may be any acyclic graph producing a single boolean output The results of 

the header provide the first wave of tokens to the switches and the loop predicate. The output of 

the predicate is connected to the control input of each of the switches. In Figure 2-6 the one-ended 

arcs incident on the switches should be interpreted as outputs from the predicate. The initial wave 

of tokens have I = 0. If the result of the loop predicate is 'true', the wave of tokens is routed to the 

loop body. Eventually, it produces a wave of tokens on the outputs of the loop body. The D 

operator increments the iteration number in the activity name, leaving the data unchanged. Tokens 

circulate through the loop body until the loop predicate turns 'false'. All tokens belonging to 

iteration k have I = k. When the loop predicate turns 'false' it causes the final wave of tokens to be 

routed to the U 1 operators. D"1 sets the iteration number to 0 and pmes the data on to the trailer. 

The behavior of the D and D-1 is given by: 

{<u.c.s
0

.1, v>} I- {<u.c.s.1+1, v>}, and 

{<u.c.s
0
.IJ, v>} I- {<u.c.s.o, v>}. 

Note that loop variables need not circulate in clearly defined waves; some may circulate faster 

than others. The relative rate at which loop variables circulate is <X>Dstrained only by the data 

dependencies. The iteration number specifies the iteration to which a given token belongs, so there 

can be no interaction between distinct iterations. 
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N 
As a simple example, consider the program to compute l: F(i), shown in Figure 2-7. The index 

i=O 
variable I circulates and initiates N activations of F. SUM circulates, accumulating partial sums. We 

can assay the behavior of this program, as.5uming fair scheduling of operations. If F requires a long 

time to compute, I will circulate substantially faster than SUM. In this case, many distinct 

invocations of F will execute in parallel. A large collection of 'true' tokens and a single 'false' token 

will queue on the control input to the switch operator for SUM. As the invocations of F complete, 

SOM will circulate and eventually produce a result Note that the activations of F need not complete 

in the order of initiation. They wil~ however, be summed in order, since the iteration number on 

the token produced by F must match with that on the token for SUM, in order to enable the + 
operation. 

Suppose, on the other hand, F requires very little time to compute. Then, the summation offers 

very little parallelism. The index variable can only generate a few invocations of F before the first 

invocations terminate. Only a few invocations of F will be in execution at any time, and I will lead 

SUM by only a few iterations. 

The analysis above relies heavily on the as.5umption of fair scheduling. The clas.5 of legal 

executions under the U-interpreter allow for unfair scheduling, as well At one extreme, all N 

iterations of the index variable may complete, and then all N instances of F may execute in parallel, 

regardless of the time require to compute F. At the other extreme, the two loop variables. I and 

SUM may circulate together; one iteration oompletes before the next begins. Both of these schedules 

are valid under the U-interpreter, regardless of the computational requirements of F. 

l 7. Dynamic Structure of Dataflow Programs 

The static structure of dataflow programs is dictated by the graph schemata described in the 

preceding sections; a dataflow program is simply a collection of code-blocks, related by code-block 

invocation. This section examines the dynamic structure of dataflow programs in execution. The 

invocation tree is a key concept, for it provides a way to visualize the manner in which a program 

unfolds. By examining the invocation tree we can glean how resource allocation is embodied in the 

abstract model and how the resource requirements of a program are affected by the execution 

order. 
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Section 2.5 described the invocation tree, assuming code-blocks to be acyclic. The observations 

made in that section continue to hold when loop code~blocks are included A program unfolds as a 

tree of code-block invocations. Each invocation is migned a unique context using the activity 

name of the corresponding applf 1 activity. Each activity in the computation is assigned a unique 

activity name, denoting its position in the invocation tree. The invocation tree, and the activity 

names assigned within it, are independent of the execution order, Le., all execution orders of a given 

program on a given input produce the same invocation tree. The primary difference introduced by 

loop code-blocks is that a code-block invocation may repr~nt a large, dynamically detennined 

quantity of computation, since an invocation may involve many iterations, Each iteration may 

generate subordinate invocations. so the branching of the tree may be large and dynamically 

detennined The various subordinate invocations generated by a loop code-block are distinguished 

by the iteration number of the parent buried in their contexts. 

As an example, consider the computation depicted in Figure 2-8. Code-block P invokes two 

code-blocks Q and R. Risa loop code block, and each iteration invokes T. Each invocation of Tis 

assigned a unique context of the fonn «<>.P$,i)>.Rs.,,J .. >. 

The invocation tree unfolds as a program progresses. At any time. only a portion of it (a subtree) 

is active; some portions have completed; others have not yet be initiated. From a resource 

management viewpoint, the active subtree is extremely important A branch comes into existence 

when a code-block is invoked and disappears when it tenninates. The active subtree describes the 

current state of the computation. At any time, the resource requirement of a program is precisely 

the resources required to support the active subtree. 

Code-block invocation is the primary resource allocation operation in the U-interpreter. 

Abstractly, a code-block invocation requires a context, a certain amount of token storage, and a 

certain amount of procesmg support It represents a block of computation which will execute 

independently of its parent until it completes. Throughout its execution there will. be tokens 

residing in the graph. A number of activities will be generated and perfonned. A context is 

allocated by simply extending the activity name; since activity names are unbounded. this can be 

done in an elegant, local fashion. Token storage and processing support is implicit; these resources 

are also unbounded 

-----~------- ------
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Figure 2·8: Invocation Tree with Loop Code-blocks 

Even though the overall invocation tree is independent of the execution order, the size of the 

active subtree (and hence the resource requirements) over time is extremely sensitive to the 

execution order. Consider the example, in Figure 2-8. The subtree rooted at Q may be active 

before, after, or in parallel with the subtree rooted at R. If these subtrees represent substantial 

blocks of computation, the resource requirements of the program will depend heavily on whether 

these two subtrees are active concurrently, or not The resource requirements of a program can be 

regulated by restricting the breadth of the active portion of the invocation tree, but this limits the 

amount of exposed parallelism m; well. The breadth of the active subtree in a particular execution 

order corresponds closely with the amount of exposed parallelism. 
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2.8. Summary of the U·interpreter Model 

A dataflow program, under the U-interpreter, is a collection of loop and acyclic code-blocks, 

related through code-block invocation. The internal structure of these code-blocks is restricted by a 

collection of graph schemata to ensure that programs are determinate. In general, there are many 

legal execution orders for a program; they offer differing amounts of parallelism, but all produce 

the same results. The individual operations of a datatlow program are functional in the sense that 

their results depend only on their inputs; they have no internal state and no side-effects. A program 

in execution unfolds as a tree of code-block invocations. Each invocation is assigned an unique 

context by extending the activity name of its parent Each activity is migned a unique activity 

name, which specifies its position in the invocation tree. 

Code-block invocation is the primary resource allocation operation. A new context is generated. 

and all resources required to support the invocation are implicitly provided. All tokens generated 

by the invocation will carry the same context The token storage requirement of an invocation is 

simply the maximum number of tokens that co-exist carrying the aaociated context This is 

extremely dynamic and depends on the particular execution order that is followed. Processors do 

not enter into the definition of the formal model directly; the model is defined in terms of 

propagating tokens through graphs. Each activity implicitly requires pl'Oeemr support, so we 

might define the procemng requirement of a code-block invocation as the number of activities 

generated by the invocation. 

Activity names are potentially unbounded The context portion grows linearly with the depth of 

the invocation tree. The iteration number grows logrithmically with. the number of iterations 

performed by a loop code-block invocation. Generating new contexts by stacking the activity name 

performs two ~ntial functions: it provides a unique context for the subordinate invocation, and it 

provides a return activity name. The growth of activity names can be reduced if these two 

properties are separated. Since the invocation tree is indeed a tree,...as opposed to a general graph, 

never do two independent activities need to generate the same new ~text The context for a new 

invocation be simply a unique identifier, with no further semantics. This requires that the return 

activity name be p~d explicitly to the subordinate invocation. With this approach, the context 

part grows logrithmically with the size of the invocation tree. If contexts are reused the size of the 
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context is logarithmic in the size of the active subtree. Note, this requires detecting when 

invocations terminate and releasing the mociated contexts. Extending the activity name a allows 

contexts to be generated in a completely decentralized fashion; retaining this property with the 

unique identifier approach requires care. 

The resource requirements of a program depend on how the invocation tree unfolds. If we 

assume fair scheduling, the tree unfolds in a breadth-first manner. The active subtree grows very 

broad, very quickly. Assuming an infinite number ofproceswrs and no communication delay, this 

greedy schedule is optimal. It generates a tremendous amount of parallelism. However, the 

resource requirements of a computation are determined by the size of the active subtree becomes 

during the computation. A less eager approach which limits the amount of exposed parallelism by 

unfolding branches in a depth-first manner requires significantly less resources. In a practical 

realization of the model, a limit must be placed on the number of concurrent activities. Thus, to 

allow large programs to execute on the machine, it may be necessary to limit the breadth of the 

active subtree. 
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Chapter Three 

The Tagged· Token Dataftow Architecture 

The Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture is a multiprocessor based on the U-interpreter, under 

development by the Functional Languages and Architectures Group at the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology. It consists of a collection of processing elements (P:&), each a complete dataflow 

computer, connected via a packet switched communication network. The machine is intended to 

exploit the diffuse, unstructured parallelism common in general purpose computation. Also, it is 

intended to be truly scalable; performance should improve with the simple addition of processing 

elements. Parallelism is exploited by allowing independent activities to execute on different PF.s. 

The dataflow scheduling mechanism provides automatic. instruction level synchronization of 

parallel computations. This mechanism also allows a dataflow proceaor to operate efficiently in 

spite of long, unpredictable communication latencies. A procesmng element does not pause, as a 

conventional processor might. when an instruction requires data from a distant p~r or 

memory module; it continues to execute other enabled instructions. The instruction requiring 

external data will be scheduled whenever the data arrives. Independent threads of computation are 

interlaced in the instruction pipeline; this makes it possible invest a certain amount of parallelism in 

masking communication latency [10). The essential component of this architecture is an mociative 

waiting-matching store, which detects when instructions are enabled. 

This chapter describes the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture in detail. The ba&c machine 

organization and operation is presented, demonstrating how the U-interpreter firing rule is realized. 

The a variety of higher-level issues are examined. including: the distribution of work over the 

machine, the structure of tags, and the resources associated with a code-block invocation. 
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3.1. Basic Organization and Operation 

The basic organization of the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture is depicted by the block 

diagram in Figure 3-1. The boxes represent pipeline stages; they operate asynchronously and are 

connected via FIFO buffers. A p~ing element contains three subsystems: instruction 

processing pipeline, data.structure store, and PE controller. The stages of the instruction processing 

pipeline reflect the basic steps in the execution of a dataflow instruction: detect when input tokens 

are available, fetch the instruction, perfonn the operation, generate result tags, and finally dispense 

result tokens. A data structure operation (e.g., Append or Select) causes a request to be sent to the 

structure storage controller responsible for the appropriate data element The PE controller 

supports inpuVoutput, diagnostics, and resource management operations. 

Data is passed between instructions as infonnation packets. Le., tokens, carrying a data value and 

a tag. Tags function like activity names, with some important differences. An activity name 

specifies the position in the invocation tree of a particular activity; by definition, all tokens destined 

for a given activity carry the same activity name. No two activities have the same activity name. A 

tag must specify where the match is to be perfonned, in addition to identifying an activity. To this 

end, a tag carries four items ofinfonnation: the~ of the PE where the activity will take place, 

the address within that PE of the instruction to execute. a context identifier, and an iteration 

identifier. The size of the tag is fixed; they are not allowed to grow as the invocation tree unfolds. 

All tokens destined for a given activity must carry the same tag. However, over the course of a 

computation, a given ·tag may be as&>ciated with many different activities. 

Upon arriving at a PE. a token enters the waiting-matching section. The tag it carries is compared 

against the tags of each of the tokens resident in the waiting-matching store. If a match is detected. 
the pair of matching tokens is purged· from the waiting-matching section and forwarded to the 

instruction processing pipeline. Instructions are limited to one or two operands. For a monadic 

instruction, no match is required, so the input token bypa§CS the waiting-matching section. For a 

dyadic instruction, a single match must be perfonned to enable the activity. 

The machine language of the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture is essentially an adjacency list 

representation of dataflow graphs. Each instruction specifies an operation code and a list of 

addresses, representing successor instructions to which re5ults should be sent The instruction-fetch 
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Figure 3·1: Organization of the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture 

section reads the op-code from the add~ specified in the tag, fetches whatever constants are 

required, aligns the operands, and sends the op-code and data to the ALU for p~ing. It also 

sends the instruction ad~ and data to the compute-tag section. The compute-tag section 
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operates in parallel with the ALU, detennining the tag for each of the destination activities. Results 

and tags are merged in the form-token section, and tokens are delivered to the output section to be 

dispensed to the network. They will be routed to the PE.s address specified in their tags. 

Data structure operations are proce~d in two steps, first by the instruction pipeline, then by a 

structure oontroller. Consider, for instance, a select instruction. It is enabled when it receives two 

inputs, a descriptor for a structure and an index. The ALU oomputes the address of the selected 

element, while the oompute tag section oonstructs a tag for the activity which is to receive the result 

The result tag can not be used immediately, because the data resides in a possibly distant structure 

store. The element address and the result tag are sent to the appropriate structure storage 

oontroller. The structure storage oontroller reads the specified element and fonns a token contain 

this data value and the result tag accompanying the request · The result token is dispensed to the 

network and directed to the successor of the select activity. 

3.2. Operating Assumptions 

The fundamental operating assuption in this architecture is that a token arriving at the waiting

matching section must be permitted to enter; otherwise the machine will deadlock. This potential 

hazard should be fully understood. Token storage is managed directly by the hardware. Storage is 

allocated whenever a token enters the waiting-matching section and fails to find a partner. It is 

deallocated when a matched pair of tokens is purged and passed on to the instruction processing 

pipeline. This resource presents a serious deadlock potential; it is in finite supply, non

preemptable, and acquired incrementally [14i 

Suppose the waiting-matching store is oompletely full of tokens awaiting their partners. What 

happens when an additional token arrives at the waiting-matching section? It cannot be ignored, 

because it may match with a token waiting in the Store; the only way for storage to be made 

available is for matches to occur! What happens if this new token does not find a match? It can not 

be added to the store. It can not be destroyed. Sending it back out into the network to return at a 

later time only postpones the problem. The collection of code-block invocations executing on the 

PE are deadlocked: each has acquired a portion of the token store and requires more in order to 

romplete its execution. 
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We might assume a certain amount of inexpensive (non-matching) overflow store, so that in this 

circumstance the incoming token could be put aside. At ~t, this postpones the problem. If the 

overflow store is full, the deadlock occurs. The PE may come to a halt even if the overflow store is 

not full. We assume that the overflow store has no matching capability; otherwise it would be part 

of the matching store. If a pair of matching tokens both reside in the overflow store, the match will 

go undetected. Tokens can only be matched if they reside in the matching store simultaneously. 

We might try to fix the problem by searching linearly through the overflow store when a new token 

arrives or by shuffling tokens randomly between the matching store and overflow store, but these 

approaches fail to address the real problem. The token storage resourr,es are simply over

committed. 

A variety of dataflow machine similar to the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture employ a 

two-level matching store. A small. fast, associative store and a larger overflow store with limited 

matching capability. When the associative store becomes full. tokens are placed in the second level 

store. If a token arrives and fails to find a partner in the associative store, the second. level store is 

searched, either by scanning through the entire store or by tracing down a linked structure. In 

either case, performance degrades dramatically when the first-level store is full. The deadlock 

arguments above pertain if both stores become full. Performance considerations dictate that in fact 

the first-level store should not be over-committed. 

There is a second, more subtle deadlock hazard arises from the handling of matched tokens and 

tokens which do not require partners4. The description of the machine operation in Section 3.1 

implies that whenever a match is found the pair of tokens are purged from the waiting-matching 

store and forwarded to the instruction p~ing pipeline. Tokens which do not require a partner 

bypass the waiting-matching section entirely. Such a policy will cause the PE to deadlock, unless 

token buffers essentially the size of the matching store itself are provided. The FIFO buffers 

between stages in the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture are intended to be small (two to five 

tokens); their purpose is to absorb variations in packet flow caused by irregular operation times and 

interactions with the network. They are not intended to store large numbers of tokens. 

4ro the author's knowledge, this potential hazard has not been discussed at all in the literature. 
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The number of matched tokens and tokens which require no partner is exactly the number of 

simultaneously enabled activities. This depends on the nature of the program and the manner in 

which it unfolds, not the relative speeds of the hardware components. The number of 

simultaneously enabled activities in a PE is a measure of the amount of parallelism exposed in the 

invocations executing on the PE. This may grow extremely large. essentially as large as the total 

number of tokens in oo-existence. As soon as the number of simultaneously enabled activities 

exceeds the amount of token buffering in the PE. the PE will deadlock. 

To understand this problem at a concrete level. the PE can be viewed as essentially two 

components: a storage and scheduling unit (S-unit) and an execution unit (E-unit). These are 

connected by AFO buffers, as shown in Figure 3-2. They may be internally pipelined, or whatever. 

The E-unit provides little or no storage for tokens. The buffer on the left contains activity packets 

for enabled activities (Le., matched token pairs and tokens which need no partner). The buffer on 

the right contains result tokens which have not yet been considered for matching. In order for the 

activity packet buffer to remain small. the E-unit must perform activities at the same rate as the 

S-unit produces activity packets. In order for the result buffer to remain small. the S-unit must 

receive tokens as fast as the E-unit produces results. During phases of the computation in which the 

amount of exposed parallelism is expanding. the rate at which activities are enabled exceeds the rate 

at which. activities are performed. Data for enabled activities builds up in the buffers. assuming no 

matched pairs are retained in the S-unit If the E-unit can p~ activities as fast as the S-unit can 

enable activities. the result buffer will till up. Once the result buffer is full. the E-unit must wait for 

the S-unit to p~ results. This ca~ the activity packet buffer to begin filling up. The situation 

is reversed if we assume the S-unit can enable activities as fast as the E-unit can produce results. 

Regardless of the relative speeds of the two components, once the number of concurrently enabled 

activities exceeds the amount of buffering the processor deadlocks; each unit requires the other to 

remove a packet from an input buffer in order to remove another packet itself. 

To avoid deadlock. any cycle of data paths in the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture must 

include an effectively infinite buffer. Le.. a buffer which will never become entirely full. Thus. in 

the remainder of the thesis we assume the machine to be modified to include (i) a token buffer 

within the input section to hold surplus tokens. except those requiring partners. and (ii) a facility 

within the waiting-matching section to hold surplus matched token pairs. 
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3.3. Code·block Invocation 

35 

The machine operation, described above, involves some important assumptions. First,· when a 

token arrives at the waiting-matching section of a PE, the instruction it is destined for must be 

resident in the local program memory. Second, tags must be generated for result tokens, using only 

the input tag and the local p~ state, such that all tokens destined for a particular activity 

receive the same tag. The assignment of activities to processors is completely outside the abstract 

model as is setting up processors to support a given assignment Note that in the U-interpreter, 

activity names can be generated using only the input tokens and a description of the graph. The 

situation is somewhat more complicated in the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture because tags 

are of fixed sized, coupled with the allocation of resou~ and coupled with the distribution of 

activities. To understand how these issues are addressed in the Tagged Token Dataflow 

Architecture, it is n~ to understand the run-time structures associated with code-block 

invocations and the structure of tags. This section outlines the p~ of code-block invocation and 

the a&ClOCiated run-time structures. The next section describes the structure of tags and bow they are 

generated. 

In the U-interpreter, invoking a code-block merely involves assigning it a new context All 

computational resources are assumed to be unbounded, so the resources required to perfonn the 
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I I 
allocated in each PE. starting at the same base addrm in each. The code-block occupies a 

rectangular window acn:m the domain, as suggested by rlgllre 3-3. Co-ordinating resources in this 

manner is trivial: a single memory map pertains to every PE in the domain. The code-block register 

records the base add~ the domain size (m), and the code per PE {rVm 1). 

Local distribution of acthlties 

The distribution of the activities comprising an invo_cation of an acyclic code-block is dictated by 

the distribution of the instructions which form the program graph; each activity executes in the PE 

in which the rorresponding instruction resides. Each instruction in the graph fires at most once per 

invocation. Since the rode-block is represented by an adjacency list of the graph, instructions may 

be listed in any order. :Each instruction specifies the relative address of its successors. within the 

code-block. Those instructions listed in the first rvm 1 bytes are executed by the first PE in the 

domain, those in the next rvm 1 bytes are executed by the second, and so on. Thus, the 
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distribution of activities comprising a code-block invocation across a domain is statically 

determined by the order in which instructions are listed in the representation of the graph. Care is 

required to ~ure that no instruction is split when the graph is partitioned. 

Loop code-blocks allow two degrees of freedom in distributing activities across a domain: 

activities within an iteration may be distributed across a collection of PEs. and different iterations 

may be ~gned to different collections of PEs. A domain is divided dynamically into disjoint 

subdomains. each a set of consecutively addressed PEs. A copy of the code-block is allocated across 

each subdomain, in the manner described in Figure 3-3. Nete that the code per PE is rl/m'1, 

where m' is the number of PEs per subdomain. Iterations are dynamically ~igned subdomains 

based on iteration number; the first k iterations are as&gned to the first subdomain, the next k to 

the next. and so on, wrapping around when the last subdomain is reached The partitioning into 

subdomains and the number of iterations per subdomain may differ for different code-blocks in a 

domain. 

For a code-block to be invoked in a given domain, a copy of the code must be loaded there. 

However, once it is loaded, many invocations may share the copy of the code, Le., many CBRs may 

reference the same copy of the graph. A CBR contains essentially the following information: base 

address, domain size, code per PE, subdomain size, and iterations per subdomain. The subdomain 

size, code per PE, and number of subdomains per domain are restricted to being powers of two so 

that tags can be generated by simple shifts and masts6• 

Constant Areas 

One particular inefficiency with loop code-blocks is that arguments which serve as constants 

throughout the execution of the loop must be circulated through the body of the loop. Numerous 

instructions are executed just to p~ these constants along. For example, in the inner loop of a 

matrix multiply, six of the eight loop variables are input parameters which serve as constants. Each 

constant passes through two instructions per iteration. The Tagged Token Datatlow Architecture 

offers a way to avoid circulation of constants. A loop code-block invocation has a constant area 

associated with it Constant areas are in program memory. Constant arguments are stored in the 

6it is actually these shifts and masks that are kept in the CBR. 
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constant area by the loop header. The· body of the loop is not permitted to ex,ecute until the 

constants have been stored in the constant area of each PE in the domain. A special counter is used 

to detect when the constants are in place. The oonstant area is an additional resource ~ted 

with a loop code-block invocation. 

Invocation process 

The domain/subdomain structure circumscribes how resources can be allocated to a code-block 

invocation. The actual allocation and initialization is performed by a resource management system 

which maintains the status of system resources. much like a conventional operating system. The 

U-interpreter apply schema is replaced by a Use Schema, which engages the resource management 

system (the manager). as shown in Figure 3-4. Upon receiving an invocation request, the manager 

chooses a domain to perform the invocation. It allocates a code-block register and causes the code 

to be loaded in the domain, if it is not already present When loading the code, it chooses the 

subdomain size. and the number of iterations per subdomain 7• For a loop code-block a constant 

area is allocated in program memory as well 

3.4. Tags 

The structure of the tag is ~ntially dictated by the code· block invocation mechanism described 

above. The tag is composed of four. fixed size fields: <PE#, CSR, ltera.tion. tcUn.ti.fter, 

Instruction. Offset>. The PE# specifies the PE which is to execute the instruction. The CBR 

specifies the code-block register which records the disposition of the code-block. The instruction 

offset gives the address, relative to the base-address of the code-block, of the instruction to execute. 

The generation of result ~ given the instruction, the input tag. and the CBR is fairly straight 

forward. An instruction specifies the relative addres in the code-block of each of its destination 

instructions. Suppose the destination instruction address is a., and the iteration number is i. The 

result tag is computed as follows. 

7 ne author has implemented such a resource management system as part of a detailed simulation of the Tagged Token 
Dalaftow An:hitecture. This provides a basis for investigating various resource allocatioD policies. A variety of load
leveling policies have been implemented to distribute wort over domains. 

-------------
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where 

k is the number of iterations per subdomain, 

PF1,. is address of the base PE in the dOmain, 

Nsd is the number of subdomains in the domain, 

Ssd is the number of PEs per subdomain, 
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Cpe is the amount of program memory allocated for rode in each PE. 

The five constants appearing ~bove are recorded in the code-block registers. Thus, tag generation 
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requires the CBR and iteration identifier from the input tag, the contents of the corresponding 

CBR, and the succesoor instruction addr~ list Currently the tag is 44 bits in length, partitioned as 

follows: 

3.5. Summary 

PE# 
CBR 
itera.tion 
instruction offset 

8 bits, 
u bits, 
8 bits, and 
16 bits. 

The Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture captures the ~ntial dataflow instruction scheduling 

mechanism of the U-interpreter through the use of an associative waiting-matching store. The 

machine leans toward a fair scheduling of instructions, except for perturbations introduced by the 

vagaries of external communication. Data is pmed between instructions as labeled tokens, with the 

label identifying the activity for which the token is destined The nature of the labels carried on 

tokens is an important point of difference between the model and the machine. Activity names in 

the U-interpreter are potentially unbounded and identify a particular activity within the invocation 

tree. Tags in the Tagged Token Datatlow Architecture are bounded in size and identify the 

machine resources delegated to perfonning a particular activity. This difference is indicative of the 

basic difference between the model and the machine. The model is resource independent, with 

important assumptions of unboundedntS. The machine must operate within hard and fast 

resource constraints. 
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Chapter Four 

Resource Management Problems 

The preceding chapters presented an abstract model, the U-interpreter, and a concrete machine. 

the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. The major difference between the model and the 

machine is the viewpoint adopted toward computational resources: unbounded and implicit on the 

one hand. bounded and explicit on the other. This chapter outlines four major resource 

management problems which must be add~ for large programs to execute efficiently on the 

Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. The remaining chapters of the thesis provide solutions to 

these problems. 

The essential properties of the U-interpreter model are (i) dynamic scheduling of operations 

based on the availability of data and (ii) automatic unfolding of programs. The first aspect is 

addressed in the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture through the use of an associative waiting

matching store. The second aspect is tricky because the abstract model assumes unbounded 

resources. and relies rather heavily on this asmimption. whereas the machine must operate within 

strict resource constraints. Chapter 3 outlined a strategy for dealing with this problem: introduce a 

resource management system which maintains the status of all machine resources. By suitably 

restricting the ways in which code-block invocations are distributed over PEs, it is possible to keep 

the complexity of managing these resources within reason. 

The introduction of a resource management system add~ only part of the problem, however. 

Let us review the machine resources associated with a code-block invocation in the Tagged Token 

Dataflow Architecture. Certain resources are allocated explicitly. a CBR. program memory for 

code, and program memory for constants. The resource manager checks that sufficient quantities of 

these resources are available to support an invocation and allocates the required amount Other 

resources are allocated implicitly. token storage, and tags. The resource manager need not allocate 
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them explicitly since they are managed directly by the hardware. When an invocation is initiated in 

a domain, the waiting-matching stores of the P& in the domain must accommodate the tokens 

generated by the invocation; the exact amount of token storage required by an invocation is not 

known in advance and depends on the particular execution order the invocation follows. Allocating 

a CBR implicitly reserves a collection of tags to the invocation; the iteration identifier may take on a 

range of 256 values; the instruction offset may take on a range of 16K values. These implicitly 

allocated resources raise potential hazards. What happens if a waiting-matching store becomes full 

and can not accommodate tokens for an invocation as required? What happens if a loop performs 

more than 256 iterations? Explicitly allocated resources raise another kinrl of problem. What 

happens if no domain offers sufficient resources to support an invocation. We may be tempted to 

conclude that the program is simply too large for the machine. After all, this is what we would 

conclude for a conventional machine if a program causes the stack to overflow. It may not be valid 

for a dataflow machine, however, because the resource requirements of a program depend on how 

the invocation tree unfolds. The real problem may be that too much parallelism is exposed. These 

problems are examined in detail below. 

4.1. Termination Detection 

The resource capacity of a machine ultimately limits the size of program that can execute on the 

machine. In the Tagged Token Dat.aflow Architecture. resources are allocated whenever a code

block is invoked. For reasonably large programs to execute on the machine. oompletion of code

block invocations must be detected, and the associated I'C3>Urces released. If the resources 

mociated with an invocation are not released, the resource capacity of the machine dictates a limit 

on the overall size of the program. If resources are released and reused, the resource capacity of the 

machine limits the number of invocations that can be active ooncurrently. How do we determine 

when an invocation is oomplete? We might be tempted to claim that an invocation is complete 

when the end instruction executes; unfortunately. this is not always oorrect. Activity may continue 

within an invocation after the end fires. We must determine that all the activities oomprising an 

invocation have fired. 

The problem alluded to above is exemplified in Figure 4-1. If the predicate P is 'true', the output 

of F is used to produce the final result If P is 'false'. the output of Fis discarded Thus. generation 
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of the final result does not guarantee that all computation within the invocation is complete. We 

can not rely on time-outs, or the like. The computation of F, for example, may continue 

indefinitety8. Termination must be detected explicitly, such that when the last activity of an 

invocation has fired a signal is generated for the resource manager indicating completion9• 

switch 
T E 

+ 

Figure 4·1: Typical Termination Problem 

4.2. Token Storage Overflow 

In Chapter 3 we observed that the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture will deadlock if the 

facility for storing tokens overflows. In order for the machine to operate correctly it must be 

guaranteed that no token store in any PE ever overflows. How is this to be enforced? Observe that 

8in practice, dataflow implementations often include operations which have side-effects, such as wrttt; these may have 
no output arcs, since they generate no result Thus, they also introduce problems a:mcerning tennination detection 

91he techniques presented here for detecting termination are a refinement of those developed by Vinod Kathail, 
Keshav Pingali, and Arvind in implementing the Id oompiler. The conditions developed here for detecting termination 
are needed for the other aspects <>f the theory to hold together. 
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at ·any point in a code-block invocation, the token storage requirement of the invocation is simply 

the number of tokens in existence. belonging to the invocation. At the time a code-block is 

invoked, if enough token storage is reserved to accommodate the maximum number of tokens that 

can possibly co-exist for the invocation, the token store can never overflow. This places the onus of 

avoiding token-storage overflow on the resource management system. A code-block invocation can 

not be assigned to a domain if the invocation may cause the token store to overflow. This 

observation has important ramifications for resource management Fust, it is neceswy to bound 

the worst-case token storage requirement of each code-block in a program in advance, Le., prior to 

executing the program. Second, when a code-block is invoked, the load on the waiting matching 

store must be taken into account in detennining whether a domain has sufficient resources to 

support the invocation. Enough. token storage should be reserved to accommodate the maxhnum 

number of tokens that could be in co-existence for the invocation, With two fonns of token 

buffering, as suggested in Section 3.2, the load on each store must be accounted for. 

Viewing token storage in this way has important ramifications in the design of the proceWng 

element as welt The size of the waiting-matching store is a fundamental design parameter for 

machines like the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture; it will ultimately determine the 

organization of this critical component of the machine. How large this should be has been a 

longstanding open question in the dataflow community. There have been a variety of attempts to 

answer this question empirically by executing benchmark programs on real or simulated machines. 

In light of the preceding disamion. the answer is quite simple; it is primarily a question of 

balancing resources. If the PE is intended to support I simultaneous code-block invocations, the 

size of the waiting matching store should be /times the typical worst-case token storage requirement 

of a code-block invocation. For example, each PE of the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture has 

4K CBRs. So if the typical token storage requirement of a code-block invocation, loops included, is 

100 tokens, storage for 400K tokens should be provided. The typical token storage requirements of 

code-blocks abstracted fr9m a broad class of programs is a far more useful metric than the overall 

token storage requirements of a collection of benchmarks. The fonner metric captures a particular 

aspect of typical program structure, analogous to the average size of the code for a procedure. The 

latter reflects the happenstance of interactions within particular programs and is greatly dependent 

on the input data. 
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4.3. Tag Management 

Allocating a CBR effectively reserves a 2-dimensional space of tags. delimited by the 16 bits of 

instruction offset and 8 bits of iterations identifier. The size of the instruction offset limits the 

amount of code that can be loaded into a PE for a single code-block. This limitation causes no 

serious trouble, because 16K is fairly large compared to the average size pf a code-block. and a 

code-block can always be split into smaller code-blocks. The size of the iteration identifier field is a 

serious limitation. Many loops perform more than 256 iterations! To guarantee that this field can 

never overflow, it would have to be made quite large, say 40 bits. Such a large tag would introduce 

significant overhead. Thus, it is important to deal earnestly with overflow of the iteration identifier 

field. There are two possible ways to deal with this problem: extend the iteration field by allocating 

multiple CBR, or reuse iteration identifiers within a CBR. The remainder of this section examines 

the pros and cons of each approach. 

Consider first the use of multiple CBRs. In many cases, the number of iterations that a loop will 

perform can be determined just prior to initiating th~ loop. FOR loops are a prime example. This 

information can be conveyed to the resource manager with the invocation request, allowing it to 

allocate a sufficient number of CBRs. The role of the D operator becomes !l>mewhat complex; 

when the iteration number overflows, it is reset to 0 and the next CBR is used. Unfortunately, this 

!l>lves the problem for only a specific cl~ of loops. In general, the number of iterations a loop will 

perform can not be determined in advance. Thus. there must also be a mechanism for allocating 

additional CBRs dynamically. 

Dynamic allocation of CBRs introduces a variety of complications. Frrst, the role of the D 

operator becomes quite complex. If the iteration field overflows and no pre-allocated CBRs 

remain, a request for additional CBRs must be generated. This can be accomplished by providing 

two sets of outputs for the D operator (rather like the Switch), one for normal operation and one for 

the overflow case. One of the D operators in a loop is designated to generate a manager request for 

CBR allocation upon overflow. The overflow mode of the other D operators must receive the result 

of the allocation request before continuing. 

Second, there is a potential for deadlock, if CBRs are allocated incrementally. If many loop 

invocations are executing in a domain, the entire supply of CBRs tan become exhausted before any 
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of the loops complete. This deadlock can be avoided if termination of iterations is detected while 

the loop is executing. A given iteration can depend only on earlier iterations; it can not depend on 

later ones. If termination of iterations is detected incrementally. the early iterations numbers can be 

released and reused There must also be a mechanism for queueing a potentially large number of 

CBR allocation requests within the resource manager. 

At this point we should consider the second alternative, reusing iteration identifiers with a single 

CBR, because this essentially involves detecting termination of iterations. If termination of 

iterations is detected, a loop never requires more than a single CBR; thus. extending the iteration 

field is not necessary. In the extreme case, a loop can execute given only a single iteration 

identifier; all activities for one iteration must complete before any of the next begin. More 

generally, a loop can be given a supply of iteration numbers, which are treated like tickets. When 

an iteration completes. its iteration number is released. An iteration number must be available for a 

new iteration to begin. 

If iteration identifiers are reused, the size of the iteration field limits the number of iterations that 

can execute concurrently, rather than the total number of iterations that can be performed by the 

loop. If the extent to which a loop can unfold can be controlled. Le.. if the maximum number of 

concurrent iterations can be bounded, the loop needs only a bounded number of iteration 

identifiers. 

Reusing iteration identifiers with a single CBR appears to be the simpler approach, since no 

special overflow handling is required A new iteration can begin if an iteration identifier is 

available. The remaining question is whether it is reasonable to limit the number of concurrent 

iterations to, say, 256 per subdomain. The crux of this issue is how the amount of parallelism 

generated by a loop compares with the amount of parallelism that a processing element can exploit 

Assuming reasonably fair scheduling, for a loop to unfold into a large number of concurrent 

iterations, each iteration must involve a substantial block of independent computation. The amount 

of parallelism a processor can exploit is essentially the length of the execution pipeline10. Beyond 

the point where the pipeline is saturated. additional parallel activity serves only to increase the size 

of the queue of enabled activities, with no improvement in performance. 

101t is actually somewhat sreater than this because data structure operations arc involve work not represented in the 
pipeline. 

-----------------
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Consider, for example, the summation loop discu~ in Section 2.6. Suppose computing F and 

accumulating the sum takes k times as long as circulating I through one iteration. Then, at most k 

iterations can be in execution simultaneously. By the time the k+ 1st instance of F is initiated, the 

first instance is complete. Thus, for this loop to unfold into 256 iterations, F must involve the 

equivalent of approximately lK instructions, since circulating the index variable requires four 

sequential instructions. 

There are two important points to be gleaned from this example. First. if a loop possesses enough 

parallelism to allow it to unfold into a large number of concurrent iterations, each iteration involves 

a substantial computation. Such a loop can keep a large number of p~rs fully utilized. A loop 

which possesses enough parallelism to allow it to unfold into 256 concurrent iterations involves 

enough computation to keep at least 16 P& fully utilized. If iteration numbers are allocated per 

subdomain, 256 concurrent iterations per subdomain is more than ample for reas6nably sized 

subdomains. Secondly, it is trivial to construct loops which unfold into an arbitrarily large number 

of concurrent iterations. 

The fundamental question is not whether the iteration field should be 6, 8, or 12 bits, but rather, 

how can loops which could potentially unfold into more than the available number of iteration 

numbers be controlled to they operate within these limits. Ideally, loops should be structured so 

that iteration identifiers are recycled automatically; by the time the k + ith iteration is enabled, the 

ith iteration should have completed. This allows a loop to execute an arbitrary number of iterations 

using k iteration identifiers. The D operator simply ~the next iteration identifier, modulo k. 

As a final note, there is an issue of architectural aesthetics. The decision to have the iteration field 

be small enough that iteration numbers must be reused, rather than having the field be so large that 

it cannot be exhausted, is a strong architectural directive. It is better to exploit this directive than to 

circumvent it. 

4.4. Program Deadlock 

Each code-block invocation requires certain computational resources: CBR, token storage, 

storage for code, and storage for constants11• Each of these resources are in finite supply, and so 

11storage for data structures is also required, but we are excluding data structures form consideration in this thesis. 

- ----~- --------------
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place a limit on the number of code-block invocations that can be in execution concurrently on the. 

Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. Aswmming that tennination of invocations can be detected 

and that token storage and iteration overflow can be solved. we should consider what happens if 

any one of these resources beoomes exhausted. What happens if the manager receives an 

invocation request and no domain hw; sufficient resources to support the invocation? The manager 

might queue the request and wait for resources to be made available. Unfortunately, queueing the 

request may prove usel~ because all active branches of the invocation tree may require additional 

invocations before they can begin to release resources. The various active branches of the 

invocation tree are competing for system resources. Each hru; acquired certain resources. and 

requires still more in order to complete its task. The program is deadlocked due to lack of 

resources. 

As the active subtree of the invocation tree grows (Le., w; code-blocks are invoked) resources are 

allocated. They are only released when the active subtree retracts (Le., when invocations tenninate). 

System deadlock occurs when a program unfolds to the point where some resource is exhausted. 

and yet no branch of the active subtree extends deep enough to terminate and begin releasing 

resources. Additional resources are required to allow any branch to extend to the point where it 

will begin releasing resources. 

In a conventional machine, one would say that such a program is simply too large for the 

machine. It requires more resources than the machine offers. In a dataflow machine, this claim is 

not valid; it is possible for a program to deadlock even though no single branch of the invocation 

tree requires more than a fraction of the total resources of the machine. The resource requirement 

increases with the amount of exposed parallelism, regardless of the amount of parallelism the 

machine can actually exploit If a great deal of parallelism is exposed. the active subtree is broad 

and bushy. This decreases the size of program that can execute on the machine. 

The solution seems clear, avoid pursuing so much parallel activity. Unfortunately, this is not so 

simple. Under the U-interpreter, a program unfolds in accordance with the parallelism present in 

the program. The Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture captures this aspect of the U-interpreter 

precisely. The machine provides essentially fair scheduling of activities, because enabled activities 

are processed in FIFO order. If the amount of exposed parallelism in the program is greater than 
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the amount of parallelism the machine can exploit, the machine timeshares among the active 

threads of computation on an instruction by instruction basis. The invocation tree tends to unfold 

in a breadth-first manner, exposing maximal parallelism. A large program will unfold in this way 

until the active subtree grows so large that some computational resource is exhausted and the 

machine halts. Limiting the breath of the active portion of the invocation tree, allows larger 

programs to execute on the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture, without exhausting the 

computational resources. The primary resource management problem is to control the unfolding of 

programs so that enough parallelism is exposed to fully utilize the maclline. while still allowing very 

large programs to execute within the resource constraints the machine imposes. 

A couple examples should help elucidate the problent Consider a program which employs 

binary recursion, and suppose the recursion extends /levels. A sequential, or depth-first, execution 

requires at most I concurrent invocations at any instant A breadth-first execution generates 21+ 1• 1 

concurrent invocations. Thus, if the machine has resources to support only 32K (Le, 215) 

concurrent invocations and the program extends 15 or more levels, a breadth-first execution will 

deadlock. A slightly less eager strategy will expose ample parallelism, and yet allow the program to 

execute to completion. The limit need not be imposed by CBRs; other resources may be 

constraining. A maximally parallel evaluation requires exponentially more resources than a 

sequential evaluation. 

As a more concrete example, consider the matrix multiply program shown in Figure 4·2. It is 

written in the dataflow language Id (11]. The graph for this program has three code-blocks. one for 

each of the loops. Collectively these occupy a total of 25K bytes of program memory. A single 

copy of the code can be shared by many invocations. The constant areas are 64, 80, and 112 bytes in 

length for the outer, middle, and inner loops, respectively. In a fully parallel evaluation, one outer 

loop. n middle loops. and n2 inner loops may be in execution concurrently. Thus, 64 + 80n + 
112n2 bytes of program memory are required for constant areas alone. The token storage 

requirements is approximately 10n2 with fair scheduling. i.e. about ten tokens per instance of the 

inner Ioop12• Multiplying two 16by16 matrices in a fully parallel evaluation requires nearly 32K 

12with a less fair scheduling, the token storage requirement is order(n 3>. Each instance of the inner loop generates n 
different values of k. which are only amsumed as the summation progresses. Our empirical studies using a detailed 
simulation of the machine generate dose to the 10n2 figure. 
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bytes of program memory and 2.5K elements of token storage, at approximately 10 bytes per token! 

A single PE is saturated by about four instances of the inner loop, depending on the relative speed 

of the structure memory and the instruction pipeline. By restricting the unfolding so that each PE 

performs say four ooncurrent instances of the inner loop, the resource requirements per processor 

are less than 1k bytes of program memory for oonstants and SO elements of token storage. The 

program would still fully utilize the machine. 

PROCEDURE matr1xmul (A, 8, n) 
I Matrices represented as array of rows 

(INITIAL C <- <> I Create empty structure 
FOR i FROM 1 TO n DO I Fill in the rows 

C[i] <- (INITIAL Row_C <- <> I Start with empty row 
FOR j FROM 1 TO n DO I fill in the elements 

Row_C[J] <- (INITIAL sum <- 0 
FOR k FROM 1 TO n DO I inner product 

NEW sum<- sum+ A(1,k]*B[k,j] 
RETURN 1u11) 

RETURN Row_C) 
RETURN C) 

Figure 4· 2: Dataflow Program for Matrix Multiply 

System deadlock is difficult to avoid. in general, because the size of the subtree that will be 

generated by a particular invocation can not be predicted. However, we should not despair. The 

goal is not to determine in advance whether a given program will execute to oompletion on the 

machine; the goal is to allow as large a class of programs as possible t.o execute efficiently on the 

machine. By oontrolling the way programs unfold, it is posm1>le to oontrol their resource 

requirements to a certain extent The class of programs that execute to oompletion on the machine 

enlarges, as unfolding is restricted However, restricting unfolding limits parallelism. It is 

unreasonable t.o strive t.o execute any program for which no single branch of the execution tree 

exceeds the resource capacity of the machine; this would require that all the PEs act as resource 

servers, while a single PE does the oomputation. The goal is effectiYe parallel oomputation, so we 

should not restrict parallelism below some multiple of the number of PEs in the machine. A 

reasonable goal would be: a program should execute effectively and to completion on n P& if no 

single branch of the invocation tree exceeds the resource capacity of a single PE. The resource 

management problem is how to oontrol program unfolding. in accordance with the availability of 

resources, t.o achieve this goal. 
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4.5. Summary 

The U-interpreter is a powerful, elegant framework for describing parallel computation. It does 

not rely on the implicit timing properties of any particular architecture; all interactions are via 

explicit transfer of tokens. It is not cluttered or constrained by the limitations or idiosyncrasies of 

any particular machine. It removes all unnecessary controls, allowing programs to generate as much 

parallel activity as pos.sible. Realizing this model on a concrete machine requires reinstating certain 

controls. We do not want a program to generate an immense amount of parallel activity, if that 

parallelism can not be exploited. We must recognize the resource limitations of the particular 

machine and introduces constraints that reflect these limitations. 

This chapter has identified four major limitations of the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. 

1. Termination of code-block invocations must be detected. The hardware provides no 
mechanism for determining when all activities for a code-block invocation have fired, so 
program graphs must be embellished so that a particular node in each code-block is 
guaranteed to be the last activity for an invocation of the code-block. A signal can then 
be generated to inform the resource manager that the resources associated with the 
invocation can be released. 

2. Token storage is limited. Even though this resource is managed directly in hardware, 
the resource management system must take explicit care to avoid over-committing the 
waiting-matching store and the token buffer in each individual PE. For this to be 
successful, it is necessary to determine the worst-case token storage requirements of 
code-blocks in advance. 

3. The supply of iteration identifiers per invocation is limited. We do not want to allow 
loop code-blocks to generate an arbitrary number of concurrent iterations. We want to 
limit the number of concurrent iterations and to recycle the iteration identifiers. 

4. The number of concurrent invocations the machine can support is limited. We want to 
restrict the breadth of the active portion of the invocation tree so that just enough 
parallelism is exposed to saturate the PEs. This allow large programs to execute 
effectively on the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. 

These resource management problems are addressed in the remaining chapters of the thesis. 

Chapter 5 considers a restricted class of programs, comprising acyclic cod~blocks without 

conditionals. For this class of programs token storage overflow is the most serious hazard. A 

powerful technique is developed for determining the worst-case token storage requirements for this 

-----------------
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class of programs. Chapter 6 enlarges the class of programs by introducing conditionals. Again the 

primary issue is token storage overflow. The introduction of conditionals changes the complexity of 

detennining token storage requirements dramatically, and we must settle for slightly loose bounds. 

Chapter 7 enlarges the class of programs further by considering loop code-blocks. The three 

resource management problems boil down to one essential problem: transform loops so that they 

have bounded unfolding. For these transformed loops, it is possible to predict the token storage 

requirements, recycle iteration identifiers, and control the breadth of the active portion of the 

invocation three. Chapter 8 addresses controlling the unfolding of programs in the large. 

Before proceeding with the resource management problems outline above, we should note that a 

variety of other resource management problems arise in the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture 

which are not addr~d in the thesis. One of these is management of data structures. A policy 

must be instituted for determined how structures are to be allocated across the machine. There is 

potential for exploiting program structure to achieve high locality, but this will require sophisticated 

compilation techniques and a mechanism for conveying the results of the static analysis to the 

run-time system. There is also a question of avoiding.structure store contention. In addition, a 

record of the status of the structure store must be maintained. The exact nature of this task depends 

to a large extent on the model of structures that is mwned: dynamic heap allocation ala 

Dennis [15) or arrays of slots [ni The Tagged Token Datatlow Architecture supports the array of 

slots model. Fairly conventional dynamic memory management techniques suffice to record the 

availability of structure storage. There is as of yet no facility for dealing with fragmentation of the 

structure store. The allocation policy is still an open problem. 

A second important problem is to develop an effective policy for determining where on the 

machine code-blocks should be activated. Again. there is potential for exploiting special program 

structures. The author has implemented a variety of dynamic load leveling mechanisms Which 

appear to perform well in practice. The distribution policy is important from a performance point 

of view, but plays a secondary role compared to the resource management problems enumerated 

above. 
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Chapter Five 

Analysis of Acyclic Blocks 

To open our attack on these resource management problems, we oonsider programs oomprised of 

acyclic oode-blocks, without ronditionals. Later chapters examine broader cl:mes of programs, by 

including the other graph schemata. Acyclic blocks without ronditionals form a particularly 

restricted class of programs. The entire invocation tree can be determined in advance, and all 

inputs generate the same tree. Nonetheless. the dynamic behavior of these programs, Le., the 

manner in which the invocation tree unfolds over time, is extremely difficult to predict. It depends 

on the low-level interactions which influence the execution order, such as network oontention, 

distribution of work, instruction mix, etc. The primary resource management problem is token 

storage overflow. As the tree unfolds, invocations are asmgned to domains. If token storage 

requirements are not accounted for, a PE may become over·oommitted and cause the program to 

deadlock, even though sufficient resources are available elsewhere in the system. Termination 

detection is straight-forward. Tag management is not a problem, because iteration identifiers are 

not used. Program deadlock is a potential problem, but can be dealt with fairly well in this 

restricted setting. Since the invocation tree can be known in advance, the . total resource 

requirements of the program can be bounded in advance. If this bound is less than the resource 

capacity of the system, the program will execute to completion. This approach is rather 

oonservative, since only a portion of the invocation tree can be active at any time. We should like to 

derive a tight bound on the largest subtree (in terms of resource requirements) that may be active in 

a legal execution order. 

The token storage overflow problem and the program deadlock problem boil down to a oommon 

question, "Of the space of legal program ronfigurations. what is the worst oonfiguration by some 

metric?". Without placing any restrictions on the execution order, beyond those implied by the 

firing rule, we want to determine the worst configuration that may be achieved. The metric may be 

the number of tokens on the arcs or the number of ooncurrent oode·block invocations. 
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This chapter develops an algebraic fonnulation of the concept of a legal configuration in tenns of 

integer linear constraints on the number of times that adjacent nodes fire. The feasible region of 

these constraints corresponds with the space of legal configurations. Thus, the question asked 

above can be stated as an integer linear program. which for acyclic graphs without conditionals can 

be solved efficiently13• 

5.1. Termination Detection 

Determining that all activities for a code-block invocation have fired is straight-forward for 

acyclic blocks without conditionals. We need only ensure that every node is on a path from the 

begin node to the end node. This is a reasonable requirement since dataflow instructions are 

enabled by the arrival of input data and have no side-effects. If a node is not on a path· from the 

begin, it can never fire. If a node is not on a path to the end, it can not affect the result of the 

computation14• 

Definition 3: An acyclic code-block without conditionals is well-connected if every 
node is on a directed path from the begin node to the end node. 

Theorem 4: If '!Pis a well-connected acyclic graph without conditionals. the end node is 
the last activity in any invocation of~ 

The proof is immediate. The firing rule implies that all predecessors of a node must fire before 

the node fires. In the remainder of the thesis, we assume all acyclic graphs to be well-connected; 

auxiliary arcs can always be added . to ensure this property15• In the theory that follows, it is 

important that graphs be well-connected. 

13nic approach developed here is closely related to Leiserson's wort on retimi.ng of VLSI circuits [18, 19i In the 
retiming work, a node is given a lead of 1 when a register is removed from each input arc and a register is added to cam 
output arc. This is essentially lite firing a node in a dataftow program. The worst-case token storage oorresponds to·a 
worst-case retiming of a circuit 

14in practice, instructions with limited side-effects are introduced fbr special circumstances. These instructions are 
required to produce an output as well, so it is pomble to determine that they have fired. 

15Note that when auxiliary arcs add added to a graph, they introduce an artificial data dependency. The destination 
operation is not enabled until data arrives on the auxilliary arc. in addition to the other arcs. The data on the auxilliary arc 
is discarded when the operation executes. 
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5.2. Constraint Systems to Model Program Configurations 

To motivate the approach. consider an acyclic code-block in execution. Initially, a single token is 

available at the input node (Le., the begin operator). At each step, some number of enabled 

activities fire according to the following rules: (i) an operator may· fire only if it has tokens available 

on all its input arcs, and (ii) upon firing, it removes a token from each input arc and produces one 

on each output arc. After the Begin operator fires, the tokens in the graph form a wavefront which 

partitions the graph into two components: 'fired' nodes and 'unfired' nodes. Whenever a node 

fires, the wavefront advances and the node moves from the 'unfired' set to the 'fired' set Note that 

there are generally many legal execution orders; these correspond to the different ways the 

wavefront can advance. In any legal configuration, the arcs carrying tokens for a cut, which 

partitions the graph into two disjoint subsets. 

The observations above can be expressed concisely in algebraic terms. Let the nodes of the 

code-block be represented by the set V = {v0, ... ,vn+ll' where v0 is the Begin node and vn+l is the 

End node. The source node, v0, provides all input tokens. The sink node, vn+l' receives all results. 

Since graphs are assumed to be well-connected, every node is on a directed path from the source to 

the sink. In the initial configuration, v0 has fired once and there is a single token on each of its 

output arcs. 

Consider an arbitrary legal configuration e of an acyclic code-block. We associate with e ajlring 

functionfe: V - X. such that/e(i) denotes the number of times that vi has fired in a legal execution 

order producing C. Note that this is well-defined for acyclic blocks without conditionals, since all 

execution orders producing a given configuration generate the same firing function. By definition 

fe(O) = 1. Since the code-block is acyclic, each node fires at most once; thus /e(i) E {O,l} for all 

vi€ V. Suppose a node vi has predecessors vh, vJi'"'~ v~. The firing rule implies that a node can 

fire if and only if all its predecessors have fired Thus.. if all of its predecessors fire in an execution 

order producing e, then vi may tire or not fire. If any predecessor does not fire, then vi can not fire. 

Hence, if feO) = 1, for r = 1 to p, then fc(i) may be 0 or 1, but if some fcO) = 0 then fe(i) = 0. 

In either case,/(i) 'S/O). for r = 1 top. This gives the following lemma 

umma 5: For any legal configuration e, the corresponding firing function/c satisfies: 
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(1) 

We say/: V-+ .N'is a legal firing function ifthere exists a legal configuration C such that/= le· 
Lemma 5 yields a set of constraints, one for each edge in E. which are satisfied by any legal firing 

function: 

/(0) = 1 

/(n+l) = 0 

/(j)- /(i) < 0, for all (vi,v;> EE 

/(i) integer, for all vi E V 

(2) 

The space of functions satisfying (2) includes all legal firing functions. Thus, the optimum of the 

feasible region for the constraints in (2) provides an upper bound on the resource requirements of 

legal configurations. Moreover, by demonstrating the converse of Lemma 5, we can show that such 

a bound is tight in that some configuration actually achieves the bound. 

Lemma 6: Let ~ = (V, E) be the graph of an acyclic code-block without conditionals 
and f: V -+ .N' a function satisfying (2). Then there exists a unique legal configuration e 
of~such thatfe(i) = /(i), for all vi€ V. 

Proof: Since every node is on a path from v0 to vn+l' we have 0 ~ /(i) ~L 
for all vi in V. /is restricted to be integer, so its range is {0,1}. Consider any 
node vi such that/(i) = 1. Let P be an arbitrary path ftom v0 to vi. Then. for 
all vj on P, we have 1 = /(0) ~ /(j) ~ /(i) = 1. Therefore. the set of nodes 
which are asmgned a value of 1 by f form a connected subgraph which 
includes v 0. The configuration corresponding to f has one token on each arc 
(vi, v;> such that/(i) = 1 and/(j) = 0. Any topological ordering on the 'tired' 
subgraph gives a legal execution order which generates this configuration.a 

5.3. Token Storage Requirements of Acyclic Code-blocks 

Since legal firing functions correspond directly with legal configurations, the constraint system in 

(2) provides the first step in determining the worst-case token storage requirement over all ~ible 

legal configurations. The set of legal configurations is precisely defined by the space of functions 

which satisfy (2). The next step is to detennine the number of tokens present in the configuration 

corresponding to a given legal firing function. 
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Consider an edge (vi' vy of a dataflow graph. Every time vi fires. a token is produced on this 

edge. Every time vj fires, a token is removed from this edge. Therefore, the number of tokens on 

(v1, vy in a oonfiguration e is the difference in the number of firings, /c(i) • /e(J)· Thus. the token 

storage requirement for the oonfiguration with firing functionfts given by 

TS (f) = I f(i) -/(J) 
(iJ') EE 

or, equivalently, 

TS (f) = I /(i)•(Outdegree(v~ - Indegree(v~) 
v1 € V 

Therefore, the worst-case token storage requirement over all possible legal configurations is 

obtained by maximizing TS (f), subject to (2). 

Note that the constraints /(0) = 1 and /(n + 1) = 0 can be replaced by /(0) -/(n + 1) ~ l, since 

the oost function is unaffected if all the f (i) are scaled by a constant factor. Let '1 denote the 

quantity Outdegree(vi) - lndegree(vi). Linear program 7, below, gives the token-storage 

requirement of an acyclic block " = (V,E) without conditionals. 

Linear program 7: Token Storage Requirement of Acyclic Code-Block " = (V ,E) 

Maximize I C.f(i), subject to 

/(j) -/(i) ~ 0, for each (v1, vy E E. 

/(0) • /(n + 1) < 1, and 

/(i) integer, for all vi E V. 

Linear program 7 is the dual of a min-cost flow problem (Bi Since polynomial time algorithms 

exist to ii>lve min-cost flow problem [20], this linear program can be ii>lved in polynomial time. 

More generally, the constraint matrix in the integer linear program derived for an acyclic block 

without oonditionals is totally unimodu/a,l~. This allows the integrality constraint to be ignored, 

because for a linear program with a totally unimodular constraint matrix and integral right·hand 

side, every basic feasible mlution is integral. We call the linear program obtained from an integer 

16 A matrix is totally unimodular if every non-singular submatrix has determinate 1 or· l. Sufficient oonditions for total 
unimodularity can be found in [20}, page 317. 
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token storage requirements, in the acyclic case. However, determining the max cut of a graph is 

NP-complete, in general (16]. The key observation is that legal configurations correspond to a 

restricted class of cuts, directed cuts, which have the property that edges only cross the cut is one 

direction. In graph theoretic terms, the result above demonstrates that the maximal directed cut of 

an acyclic graph can be determined in polynomial time. Directed cuts are less interesting in cyclic 

graphs, because no cycle can cross a directed cut The generalization employed in network flow 

problems considers only the edges which cross the cut in the forward direction. However. this 

generalization is of little value for the restricted class of cyclic graphs permitted in dataflow 

programs; thus we do not pursue it further. 

5.4. Extensions for Multiple Token Stores 

In Chapter 3 we suggested that the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture should be augmented to 

include (i) a token buffer in the input section for tokens which do not require partners, and (ii) a 

facility for buffering matched pairs within the wiating matching section. With this change to the 

machine. there are really two forms of tokens. The load on the two token stores should be 

accounted for separately. 

To extend the basic technique to handle this situation, weights are associated with the edges. To 

compute the load on the waiting-matching store. we assign a weight of 1 to the input arcs of dyadic 

operations and a weight of 0 to the rest To compute the load on the input section token buffer. 

inputs to monadic operations are assigned a weight ofl and the rest 0. 

Let GJ = (V.E. W) be an acyclic code-block with token weights associated with the edges. Thus. wiJ 

is the maximum number of tokens implied by a token on edge (v1, v;. The cost of a legal tiring 

function/is given by: 

WTS(./) = cG') EE (f(i)-/(j))•wiJ 

or, equivalently, 

WTS(f) = I /(i)•(Outweight(v)- Inweight(vi)), 
v1 Ev 

(3) 

where Outweight(v) and lnweight(v) are the sum of the weights on arcs emanating from and 

incident to node v, respectively. 
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Thus, for each code-block we solve two linear programs, one for each form of token. 

5.5. Token Storage on Individual PF& 

In the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. when an acyclic code-block is invoked it is spread 

over the PEs in a domain. Each PE provides storage for certain tokens generated during the course 

of the invocation. Suppose a code-block with a token storage requirement oft tokens is spread over 

a collection of PEs. what is the worst-case token storage requirement experienced by an individual 

PE? It may be as large as t tokens. However, usually the worst-case requirement for an individual 

PE will be much less than t. A PE must provide storage only for tokens on arcs which provide input 

to instructions it contains. Given a partition on the code-block, we want to determine the worst

case token storage for each PE. The edge-weighting techniques introduced above can be employed 

to handle this situation. 

Let V = (V1 .... ,V ~be a partition on a code-block into I components. The cost function for 

partition V m is given by (3). where 

5.6. Resource Requirements of Entire Acyclic Programs 

The edge-weighting technique can also be applied to determine the worst-case token storage, 

CBR. or constant area requirement of an entire invocation tree. Suppose code-block GJ invokes 

code-block Q and the worst-case token storage requirement of the subtree rooted at Q is 

T. Consider the apply schema in the graph of GJ where Q is invoked. A single token on the arc 

between the apply and applf1 stands for as many as T tokens in the subtree initiated by this 

invocation. Therefore, in determining the worst-case token storage requirements for the entire 

subtree rooted at~ a cost of T should be associated with a single token on this edge. 

The worst-case token storage requirements of a tree of non-recursive applications can be 

detennined by working up from the leaves. The code-blocks which appear as leaves can be solved 

by the basic method (Le, all edge weights are unity). The resulting token storage requirements are 

---------~- ----
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used as the weights on edges where these code-blocks are invoked The requirements of a code

block can be determined as soon as all its immediate subordinate blocks are determined Note that 

even though a given code-block may appear many times in the overall tree, it need be solved only 

once. The algorithm is given below. 

Algorithm 8: Token Storage Requirement of an Entire Program 

Input. Program .,comprised of acyclic code-blocks without conditionals. c; .... , c;. 
Output. Worst-case token storage requirement of~ 

Method. 

1. Construct a directed graph 3 of invocation relationships: (Ci, C) E 3 if Ci invokes 
Cj' If 3 has a cycle. stop; the program is recursive and can not tenninate. 

2. Construct a topological ordering 0 = Ch, ... , C.it, such that Cj precedes Ci in 0 if 

there is a path from Ci to G in J. 

3. Solve the edge-weighted token storage linear program for each code-block in the 
order given by 0, using the results of c; .... ,Ci·l as weights in the program for Ci. 
Return the result for the top-level code-block c;. 

Algorithm 8 can be applied to determine the worst-case CBR requirement of such a program as 

well. Edges between apply and an applf 1 operation should be weighted by the CBR requirement of 

the subtree generated by the apply. All other edges receive a weight ofzero. The CBR requirement 

of the subtree rooted at a given code-block is 1 plus the result of the edge-weighted linear program. 

Constant area requirements can be determined in a similar fashion. Edges between apply and an 

apply1 operation should be weighted by the constant area requirement of the subtree generated by 

the apply. All other edges receive a weight of zero. The constant area requirement of the subtree 

rooted at a given code-block is the constant area size for that code-block plus the result of the 

edge-weighted linear program. 

-----~ ----~~-
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5. 7. Summary 

This chapter has made significant contributions towards solving our resource management 

problems for a restricted class of programs. Let us review the contributions so far. 

1. Termination Detection: Solved. By adding arcs so that every node is on a path from the 
begin to the end, the firing of the end signifies the termination of an invocation. This 
does not say a priori whether a program will or will not terminate, but whenever a 
code-block invocation terminates the resource manager will be informed. 

2. Token Storage Overflow: Solved. A linear programming technique can be used to 
determine the worst-case token storage requirement of a code-block activation. This 
allows the resource manager to avoid over-committing any token storage unit This 
does not imply the program will run to completion, but it will not halt because of token 
storage overflow. 

3. Iteration Overflow: Non-i~ue with acyclic code-blocks. 

4. Program Deadlock: Partially addressed. The linear program technique can be extended 
to determine the worst-case resource requirements of overall programs, for this 
restricted class. For a given program, if the resource bound derived in this way is less 
than the capacity of the machine, the program will execute to completion. If the 
resource bound exceeds the capacity of the machine, the program may or may not 
execute to completion, depending on the execution order that is pursued. We have no 
addressed how to bias the execution order to reduce the resource requirements, but we 
will return to this topic. 

The major stumbling block in analyzing acyclic graphs without conditionals is the indeterminacy 

in the execution order. We are forced to consider all possible execution orders, since the particular 

order that will be followed by a specific machine is impcmible to predict. This stumbling block is 

overcome by representing the space of legal configurations as a system of integer linear constraints. 

This chapter demonstrates the power of this approach through a variety of applications involving 

token storage, CBR, and constant area requirements. · 
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Chapter Six 
·, 

Analysis of Conditional Blocks 

As a second step in addressing the resource management problems, we consider acyclic blocks 

with conditionals. The introduction of conditionals changes the complexity of program analysis 

dramatically. With code-block invocation and conditional expresmons, the model is fully general. 

Le., we can express all computable functions as dataflow programs of this fotnl. Determining the 

resource requirements for entire programs is equivalent to solving the classic halting problem, since 

for acyclic graphs bounded resource requirements imply tetnlination. Thus. we can not hope to 

extend all the results in Chapter 5 to handle this more general class of programs. The results 

concerning entire programs hold only if recursion is excluded. The results concerning individual 

code-block invocations hold. but are more difficult to compute. A weak upper bound on the token 

storage requirement of an acyclic block with conditionals is the number of arcs in the graph. The 

question is how tight a bound can we achieve With reasonable effort Detennining absolutely tight 

bounds proves to be quite difficult We can not easily eliminate conditionals to reduce the problem 

to the case handled in Chapter 5. We can derive a constraint system to model the special behavior 

of conditionals, but unfortunately these constraints do not exhibit the special fonn that was 

exploited in Chapter 5. Indeed. we can not hope to solve the resulting integer linear programs 

efficiently in all cases. because we can show that detetnlining tight bounds is NP-complete. Thus, 

we are faced with developing algorithms which give good bounds for the programs encountered in 

practice. A simple branch-and-bound technique provides such an algorithm. 

6.1. Termination Detection 

Determining when all activities for an invocation have completed is complicated by the presence 

on conditionals. We must guarantee that the end node is the last to fire, under any setting of the 

conditionals. It is reasonable for a swilch to have no output an.; on one side or the other, since a 
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sub-block of a conditional may not require all the inputs. In this circumstance. it is difficult to 

determine whether the switch has fired 

We say a conditional is well·connected if (1) every switch is on a path to a merge under either 

setting of the conditional, and (2) every node in the conditional is on a path from a switch to a merge 

Note, a switch need not be connect to the same merge under both settings of the conditional. 

Theorem 4 holds for well-connected conditionals. In order for all the merges to fire, the entire 

conditional must be complete. No tokens remain in either sub-block. There are no more activities 

to fire. For any well-connected acyclic graph of well-behaved operators and well-connected 

conditionals, the end node is the last activity. We assume, in the remainder of the thesiS, that all 

conditionals are well-connected. Auxiliary arcs can be added so this condition is met. 

Note, well-connectedn~ does not imply that a given code-block invocation will terminate. It 

only implies that when an invocation does terminate, the event can be detected. 

6.2. Naive Approaches to Token Storage Analysis 

The basic conditional schema was discussed in Chapter 2. One might hope to analyze the two 

sub-blocks of the conditional in isolation and replace the entire conditional with a simpler structure 

which would provide the same worst case. This approach worked well with subordinate code-block 

invocations in Chapter 5. Unfortunately, it fails for conditionals. The ~ntiai factor is the 

strictn~ of the block being analyzed. Code-blocks are strict; they do not execute until all their 

inputs are available and do not complete until all their results are produced. This property is 

enforced by the restriction that a single argument token initiates an invocation and a single result is 

produced. The sub-blocks within a conditional are not strict. Thus. their internal structure plays an 

important role. 

As an example, consider the graph in Figure 6-1. It has a large fan-in above the righthand switch 

and a large fan-out below the righthand merge. A 'false' setting (shown as bold arcs) allows both 

the large fan-in and the large fan-out to contribute to the token storage requirement Tokens can 

pass through the left-hand switch and enter the large fan out below the right-hand merge. even if 

tokens for the right-hand switch get stuck in the area of large fan-in. A 'true' setting does not allow 

the fan-in and fan-out to both contribute to the token storage requirement Tokens must drain out 
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of the region of large fan-in and enable the right-hand switch, before tokens can· enter the region of 

large fan-out The two sub-blocks have equal storage requirements in isolation, but either oould be 

made to have arbitrarily large storage requirements without changing the essential dependencies. 

Note that for conditionals with a single input and a single output, it is valid to replace the 

conditional with a single arc, weighted by storage requirements of the worst sub-block. 

Figure 6·1: Sub-Block Replacement Counter Example 

This example also demonstrates tha:t is it not valid to ignore the special behavior of the switch and 

merge and pretend that both sub-blocks receive tokens. The merge would have to be treated as a 

strict operator (i.e., requiring tokens on.all its input arcs), and this would prohibit the large fan-in 

and large fan-out from both participating in the worst-case storage requirement 
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6.3. Constraint Model for Conditionak 

The approach employed in Chapter 5 can be extended to model the execution of conditional 

blocks. New kinds of constraints must be introduced to capture the special behavior of the switch 

and merge operators. A switch consumes a token from each of its input arcs, but produces a token 

only on one or the other of its output arcs. Suppose switch sj provides input to ~ and ~· then 

/(tj) + 1<9 Sf(s/. 
No special treatment is required for the input arcs17• 

A merge fires whenever a token is present on either input arc. It ronsumes a token from only one 

input arc, and produces a token on each output arc. Suppose merge n; receives input from t' i and 

fi. then 

/(n;) S/(t'~ + /(f ~· 
No special treatment is required for the output arcs. 

Additional constraints are required to capture the fact that all the switches route data to the same 

sub-block. Thus. if the input nodes of the 'true' sub-block are fi .... 1t• and the input nodes of the 

'false' sub-block are f1 .... .ft• we have 

/(~) + I<£;> < 1. for all ij = 1 to k. 

This ensures that only one side of the conditional executes. 

The tokens on the outputs of a switch must be accounted for collectively in the objective 

function; the number of tokens on the outputs of switch 8i is given by/(~ -/(~ · /(fJ. The tokens 

on the inputs to a merge are given by /(m~ -/(t'~ • /(fi). 

The constraint system generated in this manner gives an integer linear program whose optimal 

solution is a tight bound on the token storage requirements of an acyclic code-block with 

conditionals. This is only a first step. because in general integer linear programming is NP· 

complete. To be practical. an efficient technique must be developed for the particular cl~ of 

integer linear program at hand In Chapter 5 we noted that the constraint matrix generated for 

17we imume that switch operators have a single 'true' output arc and a single 'false' output arc. This makes the 
presentation much simpler, but is not necessary in practice. 
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acyclic blocks without conditionals is totally unimodular. As a result, the integrality constraint can 

be ignored, and the relaxed linear program solved using standard techniques. Unfortunately, the 

constraint systems for acyclic blocks with conditionals do not exhibit this simple structure. A 

sufficient condition for total unimodularity is that a 1 and a -1 appear in every row, as the only 

nonzero entries. The constraint matrix derived for conditionals does not have this property, 

because the switch and merge introduce rows with three non-zero entries. 

Of course, failing to meet this sufficient condition does not prove that the relaxed linear program 

for an acyclic block with conditionals will fail to have an integer optimal solution. However, the 

result proved in the next section essentially proves this to be so. The optimal solution of the relaxed 

linear program gives an upper bound on the storage requirements. If the optimal solution for a 

given program happens to be integral, the bound is tight since the optimal solution represents a 

legal firing function. The relaxed linear program can be solved in polynomial. time. Thus, if for 

every acyclic blocks with conditionals, the relaxed linear program has an optimal integer solution, 

tight bounds for acyclic blocks with conditionals can be detennined in polynomial time. However, 

the next result shows that detennining tight bounds for such graphs is NP-complete. 

6.4. NP·Completeness of Tight Storage Bounds 

The problem of finding a tight upper-bound on the maximal storage requirements of an acyclic 

block with conditionals is NP-complete. 

Definition 9: Let MAXCOND = { <~ k>: l!Pis an acyclic code-block with ronditionals 
which has a storage requirement of at least k on some legal e1CCUtion sequence. } 

Theorem 10: MAXCOND is NP-complete. 

Proof: The proof is a reduction from satisfiability of boolean fonnulas. in 
conjunctive normal fonn (SA 1). MAXCOND is in NP because we can gu~ 
the arcs which contain tokens in the worst case and verify this (i) includes k 
arcs, and (ii) is a legal configuration. To check that the configuration is legal, 
guess the setting of the control variables and simulate the execution, without 
allowing any tokens to be removed from the chosen arcs. 

For the completeness. suppose cp is an instance of SAT with clauses 
<Cl' .... Ct> and variables xl' •. ., xn. Construct an acyclic graph with n 
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conditionals in sequence, each k inputs wide (cf. Figure 6-2). The data inputs 
denote the clauses. The control inputs denote the variables. If xi appears in 
Cj' the true side of the corresponding conditional is given a sub-block with a 
cut of two; otherwise, it is given a cut of one. Similarly, the false side has a cut 
of two, if xi appears complemented in Cj, and one, otherwise. In any legal 
configuration, each Cj path will contain one or two tokens, and if there are two 
they must be in the same sub-block. 91 is satisfiable if and only if the graph 
has a maximum storage requirement of 2k. a 

Cl C2 

Xl 

X2 

§6.4 
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6.5. Approximate Bounds 

Since determining tight bounds on blocks with conditionals is inherently complex. we should 

investigate how good bounds can be derived for the graphs encountered in practice. Two rather 

extreme approaches suggest themselves. (1) Given an integer linear program for an acyclic code

block with conditionals. the solution to the relaxed linear program offers an upper bound on the 

storage requirements. This relaxed program can be solved efficiently. The quality of the bound for 

a given code· block depends on the particular structure of the code-block. (2) Tight bounds can be 

derived by brute force. Given a code-block with k conditionals. eliminate one conditional by 

formulating two sub-problems. one assuming the 'true• side is enabled and one ~urning the 'false' 

side. Solve both recursively. This provides a tight bound for any code-block. but unfortunately the 

running time is exponential in the number of conditionals. 

These two approaches can be combined to give a successive refinement approach. employing 

branch-and-bound techniques. Formulate and solve the relaxed program to get an initial upper 

bound. If the solution is integral. stop; the bound is tight This initial bound is an upper bound on 

the storage requirements. regardless of which way the conditionals fire. The bound can be 

successively improved by further constraining the problem. Choose a conditional which is partially 

determined (Le. for which both arms are partially fired). Generate two sub-problems by forcing 

one arm not to fire and then forcing the other. This can be accomplished by adding constraints of 

the form f (~) = o. and then I <9 = 0. Note. however. that this new system of constraints can be 

simplified. eliminating the constraints from the sub-block which was forced not to fire and putting 

the constraints for the switch and merge into the usual, simple form. The solutions to these two new 

problems represent improved bounds on the storage requirements of the block. with an assumption 

about how a particular conditional fires. The maximum of the two (both are g\iaranteed to be no 

larger than the bound given by the parent problem) can be taken as a bound on the storage 

requirement of the code-block. 

This p~ can be continued, generating a tree of sub-problems. At any point. the maximum 

value at the leaves represents the best approximation of the worst-case storage requirement The 

important point is that the entire tree need not be developed. At any point. the p~ may be 

terminated and the partial tree offers an upper bound on the ~rage requirement As the tree is 
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extended the bound is improved. Note that the value determined for a particular sub-problem is 

always as large as the values determined for either of its children. Thus, a branch-and-bound 

approach can be employed to avoid expanding parts of the tree. A node can be eliminated if the 

value determined at some other leaf node (of the partial tree) is greater. The algorithm is given 

below. 

Algorithm 11: Token Storage for Acyclic Blocks with Conditionals 

JnpuL Acyclic code-block ~with conditionals. 

Output Approximate token storage requirement of" 

Method. 

1. Generate and solve the relaxed linear program for'-

2. Repeat until either an integral solution is obtained or some prespecified number 
of refinements have been attempted. 

a. Select the leaf node v of the partial solution tree with the greatest value. 

b. If v has an integral optimal solution, stop; no other setting of the 
conditionals can generate a larger value and there exists a legal execution 
which meets the stated bound . 

c. Otherwise, expand v by forcing a partially determined conditional and 
simplifying the constraint matrix. Solve both subproblems. 

Using this branch-and-bound technique, we can solve (to a reasonable approximation) the 

various constraint systems developed in Chapter 5. Weighting the edges in the graph simply 

changes the coefficients in the objective function. Algorithm 11 can still be employed. The 

resource requirements of entire programs can only be determined if recursion is excluded. 

6.6. Summary 

We have now extended our treatment of the resource management problems to include a fully 

general class of programs. Let us recapitulate the contributions so far. 

1. Termination Detection: Solved. By adding arcs to graphs, it is J><)aible to guarantee that 
the firing of the end node always signifies termination of a oodri>lock invocation. 
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2. Token Storage Overflow. Solved, but conservatively. By employing the linear 
programming techniques in a successive refinement algorithm we can generate a 
reasonably tight bound on the token storage requirements of individual code-block 
invocations. Reserving this much storage to an invocation will guarantee that overflow 
is avoided, but may be slightly wasteful, since it is p<mible that no legal configuration 
actually achieves the bound 

3. Iteration Overflow: Non-issue with acyclic graphs. 

4. Program Deadlock: Not addressed. The results in Chapter 5 break down in the face of 
recursion, because we can not determine in general whether a program terminates. We 
can not determine the depth of a branch of the invocation tree, a priori, thus we can not 
determine whether a program will exhaust the machine resources before completing. 

75 

Acyclic graphs with conditionals present two problems: indeterminacy in the execution order, 

and data dependent behavior. The former can be addressed with constraint system techniques, but 

the latter makes many problems that can be solved efficiently without conditionals NP-complete, 

when conditionals are included For most datatlow programs encountered in practice, the 

complexity can be largely overcome by a method of successive refinement 
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Chapter Seven 

Analysis and Control of Loops ,, 

The resource management problems are particularly serious when loop rode-blocks are involved. 

The token storage requirement of a loop may be extremely large and dynamic. since it depends on 

the number of iterations executing concurrently. Iteration identifiers should be recycled 

automatically as a loop p~ Loop rode-blocks may generate many subordinate invocations, 

causing the active portion of the invocation tree to grow very broad. Rapidly spawning off many 
' 

large. independent computations makes program deadlock a likely occurrence. The latter three 

resource management problems are closely related; they boil down to a single issue: how to control 

the unfolding of loops so the number of concurrent iterations can be bounded. 

We begin our study of loops by extending the constraint technique to model the execution of 

loop rode-blocks. The problems encountered with switch and merge nodes in Chapter 6 can be 

overcome rather easily. The resulting linear program can be solved efficiently. but may not have a 

bounded optimal solution. This suggests an important clmification of loops: some loops have 

bounded resource requirements. others do not This clmification is mential. for a loop has 

bounded resource requirements if and only if it has bounded unfolding. Le.. if it can generate at 

most a bounded number of concurrent iterations. A structural characterization can be given for the 

two cl~ of loops: a loop has bounded resource requirements (and bounded unfolding) if and 

only if the loop body forms a single, strongly connected component This structural charaterization 

suggests how unbounded loops can be transformed into bounded loops with the addition of 

minimal number of dependency arcs. These transformed loops exhibit controlled unfolding. In 

fact, the maximum unfolding can be adjusted dynamically. They have precisely the properties we 

desire from a resource management viewpoint Tokens storage requirements can be determined in 

advance. A fixed collection of iteration numbers can will be recycled automatically. The number of 

concurrent subordinate invocations can be controlled. 
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7.1. Termination Detection 

Determining when loop code-block invocations are complete is !l>mewhat more subtle than for 

acyclic code-blocks. We must guarantee that all iterations have completed To this end, the 

approach adopted in the preceding chapters can be extended to ensure that the end node fires only 

when the invocation is complete. 

We say a loop code-block is well·connectedif: 

1 all conditionals it contains are well-connected. 

2. all nodes in the header are on a path from the begin node to a merge, 

3. all nodes in the <:)'.~lie portion are on a path from a merge to a D operator, 

4. the 'true' output of every switch is on a path to a D operator, 

S. the 'false' output of every switch is connected to a n·I operator, and 

6. all nodes in the trailer are on a path from a n·I operator to the end node. 

Condition 1 is necessuy to ensure that the header, body, predicate, and trailer behave as well

connected acyclic blocks. Condition 2 ensures that if every merge has received an input, the header 

has competed. Conditions 3 and 4 ensure that if every D operator has received a token for iteration 

i. then iteration i has completed. By induction, all iterations previous to i have completed as well. 

Condition 5 ensures that if every n·1 operator has received input, then all iteration of the loop are 

complete. Finally, condition 6 ensures that the invocation is complete when the end node fires. 

7.2. Constraint Model of Loop Configuratiom 

The basic loop schema is shown in Figure 2-6, in Chapter l Recall, the header, body, and trailer 

are acyclic blocks. The outputs of the header form the initial inputs to the merges. Tokens circulate 

through the loop body until the loop predkate turns false. The final wave of tokens is routed to the 

trailer block. Every cycle in the graph is broken by exactly one op(merge), one switch operator, and 

one D operator, For the purposes of this discussion, the detenninistic merge will be regarded as a 

true operator, even though it can be implemented by allowing two arcs to converge on the same 

port In developing the theory for analyzing loops we will aume that no conditional expremons 
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appear within the loop. Toward the end of the chapter we will address the complications 

introduced by conditionals. 

Since we are excluding conditionals within the loop. all operators appearing in a cyclic portion are 

well-behaved, except the switches and merges that guide circulating values through the loop body, 

and hence obey the standard firing rule: when a node fires. a token is consumed from every input 

arc and one is produced on every output arc. This rule implies that for any legal configuration e, 
fe(i) ~/e(j), if there is an arc from vi to vj. Note that this constraint holds regardless of how many 

iterations are performed, since every time vj fires it must consume a token produced by v 1• 

Therefore, the usual form of constraint holds for any arc between well-behaved operators. 

The switch and merge nodes do not obey this rule; they must be treated specially as in conditional 

blocks. Again. the constraints hold regardless of the number of iterations. The special constraints 

which force all the switches to fire the same way are not required for loops. The role of the switch 

operator in the loop schema is somewhat restricted, because at most one wave of tokens can be 

routed to the trailer. Thus. if switch s1 is connected to~ on the 'false' side, the constraintfe(~) ~ 1 

should be included. 

Given a loop code-block without conditionals, the set of constraints generated in the manner 

described above are satisfied in any legal configuration. The analog of Lemma 5.2 holds for loops; 

any function which satisfies such a set of constraints is the firing function for a legal configuration. 

However, unlike acyclic blocks, the legal configuration for a given firing function is not unique. 

Many distinct legal configurations may give rise to the same firing function. since tokens are 

allowed to become reordered (i.e., the activity for the i +1th iteration of an operator may complete 

before the activity for the ith iteration). However, the exact values and iteration numbers carried on 

tokens do not affect the token storage requirements. only the number of tokens on the arcs; thus, all 

legal configurations for a particular firing function are equivalent in regard to the token storage 

requirement The integer linear program for a loop code-block derived from the firing constraints 

defines the space of all distinct legal configurations of the code-block, with no restriction on the 

number of iterations that the loop performs. 

In dealing with acyclic code-blocks without conditionals. the integrality constraint can be relaxed, 

with no effect on the optimal solution. The relaxed linear program can be solved with conventional 

----~ ------~---- ------------
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techniques. This simplification is possible because the constraint matrix is totally unimodular; each 

row of the constraint matrix contains one + 1 entry, one -1 entry, and the rest 0. The constraint 

matrix derived for a loop code-block does not have this property; some rows have three non-zero 

entries. For loops, the relaxed linear program provi~ an upper bound on the token storage 

requirements, but this bound is not necessarily tight If the optimal solution to the relaxed problem 

happens to be integral, the bound is tight, however. For a given loop code-block, the extent to 

which the optimal solution to the relaxed problem differs from the optimal integer solution 

depends on the particular structure of the graph. 

A simpler constraint system can be generated by treating the header, body, and trailer 

independently. The graph is partitioned into three subgraphs and assumed to have initial 

conditions as indicated by Figure 7-1. The maximum cut in the header contributes to the token

storage bound, and yet the cyclic portion is treated as if all its inputs were provided. A similar 

situation holds for the trailer. The merge and switch operators behave as identity operators. The 

· worst case storage requirements of the three blocks can be determined independently and summed 

to get a bound on the overall token storage requirements. This bound is slightly loose; it exceeds 

the actual worst-case storage requirements by a constant factor, not greater than the sum of the 

requirements of the header and the trailer. However, the simplified constraint systems are totally 

unimodular, and hence can be solved by conventional methods. 

The linear programs for the header and trailer are exactly as in Chapters S and 6. The linear 

program for the cyclic portion is similar, but no auxiliary arc is introduced The merges act as 

sources and the D operators act as sinks. These are paired by the feedback arcs. A single token is 

assumed to be present on each of these feedback arcs in the initial configuration. In the remainder 

of the thesis, we ignore the header and trailer portion ofloops, focusing on the cyclic portion. 

Each D-M erge pair is associated with a loop variable, so let the D and Merge for the 111 loop 

variable be denoted by Di and Mi, respectively. The constraint for the edge (01.M~ is given by 

/(M~ Sf(D~ + 1. 

The number of tokens on arc (Di, Mi) is /(D~ -f (M~ + 1, since one arrive,, from the header. The 

token storage requirement of the body portion of a code-block are given by the linear program 

below. 
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Figure 7· 1: Loop Broken Down for Analysis 
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Linear program 12: Token Storage for Loop Code-blocks. 

Maximize N + I ci/(i), subject to 

/(v) -/(u) S 0, for all (u,v) € E, v not a merge. 

/(v) -/(u) ~ 1, for all (u,v) € E, v a merge, 

where N is the number of merge nodes. 

7.3. Bounded and Unbounded Loops 

§ 7.2 

The constraint system above models the legal configurations of a loop, witL no restriction on the 

number of iterations the loop is permitted to execute. Thus, the space of distinct legal 

configurations defined by these constraints allows for any number of iterations. If the linear 

program for a loop has an optimal solution, the loop operates within bounded storage requirements, 

regardless of the number of iterations it performs. In general, this will not be the case. Consider 

the summation example discussed in Chapter 2. The body portion of the loop is reproduced in 

Figure 7-2. The index value (I) may circulate through an arbitrary number of iterations without the 

switch for the SUM variable firing even once. Tokens simply accrue on the arcs emanating from the 

cycle of the index variable. This situation arises because one variable (I) depends only on itself, 

while the other (SUM) depends on both loop variables. The loop body shown in Ftgure 7-3 

exhibits more controlled behavior. All loop variables are dependent on all other loop variables. 

Thus, no particular variable can get arbitrarily ahead of the others and cause tokens to pile up. 

These two examples typify the two basic classes of loop code-blocks: resource unbounded and 

resource bounded. The cl~ to which a particular loop belongs is entirely determined by the 

structural properties alluded to in these examples. These ideas are formalized below. 

Resource requirements and loop unfolding 

The cl~ification of loops can be defined in terms of resource requirements, such as token 

storage, or in terms behavioral aspects, such as the number of concurrent iterations. The two 

definitions are equivalent 
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switch , .. ~.._-
T F 

\... 

Figure 7·2: Loop Body for Summation 

Definition 13: A loop code-block L is storage bounded if every legal execution of L 
requires at most a bounded amount of token storage, independent of the total number of 
iterations; otherwise it is storage unbounded. 

A loop code-block L has bounded unfolding if.in every legal execution of La.bounded 
number of iterations are active concurrently; otherwise it has unbounded unfolding. 

Theorem 14: A loop code-block L is storage bounded if and only if it has bounded 
unfolding. 

Proof: ( ~) Suppose every legal execution of L allows at most k concurrent 
iterations. Let I be such that at any time there are at most I tokens belonging 
to a given iteration. (The number of arcs suffices for /.) Therefore. there can 
be at most lk tokens in existence at any time. regard~ of the number of 
iterations executed in total. 
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' 

Figure 7·3: A Resource Bounded Loop 

( iZ::) Suppose that in every legal execution of L no more than k tokens are in 
existence concurrently. Consider first the case where no apply schema 
appears within the loop. At most k iterations can be in execution 
concurrently. since at least one token must exist for each active iteration. The 
apply schema introduces a difficulty because the argument token disappears 
from the activation and is later replaced by a result token; it is possible that no 
token exists for an active iteration. Suppose that more than k iterations can be 
active concurrently. Then all but k of the active iterations must be 
represented only 'by subordinate invocations. The firing rule allows all these 
subordinate invocations to complete (supplying iault tokens) before any new 
activities within L fire. In this case. more than k tokens will exists within the 
invocation, contrary to our mumption.O 

§ 7.3 

This result links together the major resource management problems. If a loop has bounded 
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unfolding then: (1) it can execute within a fixed supply of iteration numbers, (2) the worst-case 

token storage requirements can be determined in advance, and (3) the branching of the active 

portion of the invocation tree can be bounded. The first two facts provide direct solutions to token 

storage and iteration overflow. The latter fact reduces the likelihood of program deadlock. Thus. 

we should examine how the unfolding of loops can be oontrolled. 

Bounding the number of concurrent iterations only partially solves the iteration overflow 

problem. There must be an efficient mechanism for recycling iteration identifiers. Ideally, if a D 

operator receives a token with iteration identifier i, it should produce a token with iteration 

identifier i' = i+ 1 MOD k, for some k, and be guaranteed that all previous uses of i' have 

terminated. 

The remainder of the chapter examines bounded and unbounded loops more thoroughly and 

demonstrates that iteration identifiers can indeed be assigned in the modulo fashion suggested 

above. In presenting the theory we have need for describing the behavior of programs under the 

U-interpreter. Thus. when we refer to iteration I of node v, we mean the instance ofv that would 

carry iteration I under the U-interpreter. Once we establish that a certain class ofloops m8ke use of 

a fixed size interval of iteration numbers, it will be clear that the iteration number can be safely 

replaced by fixed sized iteration identifiers, assigned in modulo fashion. 

Structural classification of loops 

Under what conditions can a loop code-block potentially unfold into an arbitrarily large number 

of concurrent iterations? The two example loops above suggest the answer; a loop has bounded 

unfolding if all loop variables are mutually dependent Stated somewhat differently; a loop has 

bounded unfolding if the the body portion form a single strongly connected component {1]. 

Definition 15: A node vj is k-dependent on vi if there exists a path from vi to vj which 
contains k D operators, including vi, but not vJ. 

We say vj is directly dependent on vi' ifvj isO-dependenton vi. 

We say vj is dependent on vi' if it is k-dependent for some k. 

Lemma 16: If vj is k-dependent on vi, then iteration n-k of vi must fire before iteration 
n of vJ can fire, for n > k. 
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Proof: The result follows directly from the firing rule, with induction on the 
length of the path. Informally, the token produced by iteration n-k of v1 
generates a sequence of tokens which traverse the k-dependency path, 
yielding an input token to vj with iteration number n • .a 

Corollary 17: Suppose vj is k-dependent on vi. Let ej be the final arc on the k
dependency path and ei be an input arc for vi. Suppose token ~ resides on ei and ~on ej. 
The iteration number for tj can not be k larger than that for ~· 

§ 7.3 

Our goal is to show that for certain loops all pairs of nodes are k-dependent. for sufficiently large 

k. This motivates the next lemma. 

Lemma 18: Let L be a loop code-block without conditionals. There exists at least one 
loop variable i such that all D operators in L ai:e directly dependent on merge Mi. Such 
an i is called a leading WJriable. 

Proof: Let i be a loop variable such that there exists a directed path from M1 
to the loop predicate, which does not p~ through any switch. There must be 
such an i, since the loop predicate fires once per iteration. Since the loop 
predicate provides input to every switch, each switch is directly dependent on 
Mi. Every D is directly dependent on some switch. so the result follows.a 

Corollaey 19: If i is a leading variable, every node is I ·dependent upon Mi' 

Corollaey 20: If i is a leading variable, Mi is 1-dependent upon itself. 

Shortest dependency paths play an important role in establishing a bound on the size of the 

interval of active iteration numbers. 

Definition 21: Let k be the smallest integer ~ch that node vj is k-dependent on vi. 
Then we say vj is of distance k from v 1• 

Note that if vj is of distance k from v1 all paths from v1 yo vj contain at least k D operators. 

counting v1, but not vj. 

Theorem 22: A loop code-block L without conditionals is a bounded loop if and only 
if the cyclic portion of L fonns a single, strongly connected component 
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We can derive nearly as tight a bound with less computational effort by abstracting the internal 

structure of the loop body. Every node is on a path between two merges, containing a single D 

operator18• Consider an arbitrary node v. There exists a merge node M of distance at most 1 from 

v. Thus. the distance from v to a leading merge is at most 1 greater than the distance from M to a 

leading merge. We can take I to be the maximum distance from a merge to a leading merge plus l 

This observation is captured in the following algOrithm. 

Algorithm 24: Maximum Loop Unfolding 

Input. Loop Code-Block Graph (cyclic porti~n). L 

Output. Upper bound on the number of conCUiTent iterations. 

Method. 

1. Construct the merge I-dependence graph A 1 from L. A 1 contains a node for 
each merge node in L E.dge (ij) E T if there is a path from M1 to Mj containing a 
single D operator. 

2. If A 1 does not fonn a single connect component, stop; the loop is unbounded. 

3. Construct the edge-weighted merge dependency graph A• from A 1. A• 
contains a node for each merge. Edge (ij) E A• with a weight of k if the shortest 
path from i to j in A 1 has length .k. · 

4. Return the maximum weight from a merge node to a leading merge. plus 1. 

To demonstrate that Step 2 is correct, we must verify that A 1 fonns a ronnected component if 

and only if the cyclic portion of L fonns a connected component If the cyclic portion of L fonns a 

connected component, then A 1 certainly does. Conversely, consider any pair of nodes u and v. 

There is a path from u to a merge and a path from a merge to v, since L is well-connected. Since all 

merges are ronnected, u and v are connected. Let m be the number of loop variables and e the 

number of edges. Step 1 requires O(me) operations. Step 2 is O(m). Step 3 is O(m3}. Generally, m 

is much smaller than the number of nodes or edges. 

18nus is analogous to the assumption for acyclic graphs that all nodes me on a path from the source to the sink. 
Dataftow operators have no side-effects. so a node with no output arcs would be useless. Switches for a conditional are an 
exception, since certain input variables may not be required for one or the o&her setting. Additional arcs can be 
introduced to preserve the path property. In practk:c; impure operaton me introduced which have limited ~trects; 
output arcs must be added to preserve the path property. 

-- --- -----~-------
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7.4. Controlling Loop Unfolding 

Automatic unfolding of loops is an essential source of parallelism in the U-interpreter model 

Unfortunately, loops which offer vast amounts of parallelism present the posmbility of run-away 

parallelism, requiring vast amounts of machine resources. It is essential that these loops be able to 

unfold, but in a controlled fashion. The structural characterization of resource bounded loops 

suggests how unbounded loops can be controlled: add auxiliary arcs so that the cyclic portion of a 

loop code-block forms a single, strongly connected component Unfortunately, the loops generated 

by this transfonnation offer little parallelism. The potential parallelism can be increased with the 

addition of dummy loop variables, but this results in substantial overhead. To provide efficient, 

controlled unfolding ofloops, it is neces.wy to step somewhat outside the basic model. This section 

presents a series of loops transformations, aimed at efficient, controlled unfolding. The first 

transfonnation generates bounded loops from unbounded loops, with the addition of a minimum 

number of arcs. The second provides enhanced unfolding with the addition of loop variables. The 

third provides similar benefit, but with the addition of special control operators. 

Transforming unbounded loops into bounded loops 

Let L be an unbounded loop. By introducing auxiliary arcs, the graph for L can be transfonned 

into a strongly connected graph L '. The auxiliary arcs represent artificial dependencies; the data 

which travels along these arcs is discarded by the destination operation. Care must be exercised 

that the transfonned graph is legal; the loop body must remain acyclic. L' will compute the same 

function as L, but will exhibit more controlled behavior. 

How can a minimum number of arcs be introduced to transfonn L into a strongly connected 

graph? Suppose the strongly connected components are collapsed into individual nodes. The 

resulting graph is acyclic. By Lemma 18, there is exactly one node which has no predecessors; this 

represents the component containing the leading variables. Call it the leading node. There are a 

collection of trailing nodes, which have no successors. Every node is on a path from the leading 

node to a trailing node. Suppose there are n trailing nodes. To make the graph strongly connected 

n arcs must be introduced, such that each trailing node is connected to the leading node. An edge 

can be introduced between each trailing node and the leading node, or the trailing nodes may be 

chained together, with the final one connected to the leading node. We adopt this latter strategy in 

the loop transfonnation algorithm below. 
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Algorithm 25: Bounded Loop Transformation 

Input: Loop Code· Block L 

Output: Bounded Loop Code-block L'. equivalent to L. 

Method. 

1. Construct the merge I-dependence graph A 1. 

2. Reduce .At>1 to~ by ooalescing strongly connected components. 

3. Let L be a leading node. and Tl' .. ., Tn be the trailing nodes in l?f. For each Ti, let 
ti be a loop variable represented by node Ti in~ Let Si and Di~ the switch and 
D operators for ~· Let 1 be a loop variable represented by L. with D operator Dr 
To generate L' from L: 

a Add an auxiliary arc from Si to Di+l' fori = 1 to n-l 

b. Add a control arc from Sn to O.· 

§7.4 

The distinction between auxiliary and control arcs is somewhat artificial; they both introduce a 

dependency between otherwise independent computations. We want to call special attention to the 

dependency from the trailing variable to the leading variable because it is the keystone in 

controlling the number of concurrent iterations. 

As an example of the transformation, consider the loop body in Figure-7-4. It has three loop 

variables: I, SUM, and PROD. The merge dependency graph is shown in Figure 7-S. Under 

Algorithm 25, an auxiliary arc is added from the switch for SUM to the D for PROD. A control arc 

is added from the switch for PROD to the D for I. This results in the loop shown in Figure 7-6. 

Note, that the transformation introduces a cycle of dependencies including all the merge operators. 

The new merge 1-dpendence is shown in Figure 7-7. 

Let us examine how this modified code-block unfolds, assuming F and G represent lengthy 

computations. Initially, all the switches are enabled. They fire and enable the first instances of F 

and G. DsuM and DpROD will not be enabled for some time. but D1 in enabled immediately. It 

fires, allowing variable I to begin its second iteration and enables a second instance of F and G. The 

loop does not continue to unfold, however, as the unmodified loop would The first instance ofG 

must complete and allow PROD to begin its second iteration, before I can begin its third. At most 

three instances ofF and two instances of G can be in execution simultaneously. 

------------- ------~ 
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PROD 

SUM 
I 

switch ,..._ switch +-
T F T F 

Figure 7-4: Unbounded Loop 

Increased parallelism in bounded loQps 

The example above demonstrates csentially maximal unfolding for a bounded loop; the degree 

of unfolding is equal to the number of loop variables. To allow such a loop to unfold further, it is 

necessary to introduce auxiliary loop variables and thus weaken the roupling between the trailing 

variable (PROD) and the leading variable (I). 

In the example above. auxiliary loop variables can be introduced ti shown in Figure 7-8. E.ach 

new loop variable increases the maximum number of concurrent instances of each F and G by one. 

Adding a loop variable involves adding three new operators (merge, switch, and D) and an arc from 
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Figure 7·7: Transformed Merge-1 Dependency Graph 

operator has two inputs, one for the leading· variable and one for the trailing variable. It fires 

whenever a token arrives on either input The bit-list is used to keep track of the trigger tokens that 

arrive from the trailing variable. Initially, all the bits are on. When it tires for the leading variable, 

the bit-list is examined. If the next iteration identifier is free, the leading variable passes through 

and the bit is cleared. Otherwise, the leading. variable is stored internally until the next iteration 

identifier is free. The amival of a trigger token resets the oorresponding bit Certainly other 

implementations are pc>Eble. but the point is that providing a certain amount of storage for each 

oode-block invocation is much simpler than purging trigger tokens from the waiting-matching 

stores. The approach suggested here yields the graph in Figure 7-9 for the example presented 

above. 

7.5. Storage Requirements of Parameterized Loops 

The transformation above generates loops with parameterized unfolding. The maximum number 

of ooncurrent iterations is a parameter k, which can be set when a loop code-block is invoked. The 

token storage requirements of such a loop depend on the value of k. For any particular k the 

storage requirement can be determined by solving Linear Program U. However, we should like a 

more efficient way of computing the storage requirement as a function of le. This can be 

accomplished with a slight extension of the linear programming technique developed above, called 
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Figure 7·8: Auxiliary loop Variables 
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parametric programming (13). The linear program is first solved for k = 1; the solution is extended 

incrementally for larger values of k. 

Intuitivelyt for sufficiently large Jc. the storage requirement should increase linearly with k. 

Recall the loop structure that gives rise to unbounded storage requirements. Certain loop variables 

circulate freely while others; which depend on the circulating variables. fail to circulate. F.ach 

iteration of the circulating variables deposits a token on the an:s which represent the dependence to 

the non-circulating variables. We expect the worst case token-storage requirements to :be of the 
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switch +- switch .__ 
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Figure 7·9: G-Transformed (Bounded) Loop 

form ak + b where k is the number of iterations, for sufficiently large k. The constant coefficient b 

accounts for a constant number of tokens in the components of the circulating variables. The linear 

coefficient a is the number of arcs upon which tokens accumulate. For small values of k the storage 

requirement behaves more erratically, because k c.an influence which components circulate and 

which lag behind This intuitive viewpoint is useful, but we should like a more concrete result The 

basic algorithm is given below; the interested reader is referred to (13), Chapter 3. 

We are given a linear program for a parameterized loop code-block. The parameter k appears on 

the right-hand side of the constraint corresponding to the control arc, say row m. 
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· 1. Transfonn the linear program into canonical form by adding slack variables and , · 
converting inequality constraints to equality constraints. (The constraint matrix is still 
totally unimodular.) 

2. Solve the linear program for k = 1. The final tableau appears as. in Figure 7·10. 
Increasing k by Ak increases the token storage requirement by -en+ mAk, for Ale small 
enough that the current basis remains optimal. 

3. Detennine the range of Ak for which the current basis remains optimal. This is given 
by: 

MAX1{ ·r/btm I bim > 0} ~ Ak ~ MIN1{ ·r/btm I him <O }, for(= 1 tom. 

4. Increase k to the point where a pivot must be performed. The binding constraint, say 
row r, detennines which variable will leave the basis. Apply the usual ratio test to 
determine which variable will enter the basis. Perform the pivot 

S. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the maximum permimble value of k is reached or until no 
upper limit is placed in step 3. 

allxl + a12x2 + ••• + alnxn + b11Xn+l + b12Xn+2 + ••• + b1mxn+m • rt• 
ailXl + a22X2 + ••• + 8znXn + b21Xn+l + b22Xn+Z + ••• + bzmXn+m • rz• 

• • 
• • 
• • 

Figure 7· 10: Tableau After Solving for a Particular k 
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Heretofore, the focus has been on determining the MSC>Urce requirements of a loop. This 

parametric programming technique allows the converse question to be addr~ as well Given 

that a loop must execute within a prescribed amount of resources. to what extent can it be allowed 

to unfold. The parametric programming · technique determines the bound The loop 

transformations enforce the bound. 
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7.6. Extensions for Fairness Assumptions . . :1 ' 

It is important at this point to evaluate the assumptions under which worst-case token storage' 

requirements are detennined in the approach presented above. The oonstraint systems presented 

above define the space of all possible legal oonfigurations, and the storage requirements have been 

detennined over this space. This allows for arbitrary delays from the time an activity is enabled 

until the time it actually fires. This approach was adopted because oommunication delays are 

extremely unpredictable in an asynchronous system such as the Tagged Token Dataflow 

Architecture. However. in some ways it is overly pesmnistic. The execution sequence carried out 

by the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture will tend to be much more fair. Activities get enabled 

and carried out in roughly a FIFO order. This restricts the space of legal oonfigurations 

significantly. 

In some cases, the lag between certain loop variables is bounded by virtue of the FIFO 

oonstraints. even though it is theoretically possible for arbitrary lags to develop. The summation 

example in Chapter 2 is a case in point Suppose the function F is simple enough that the time 

required to oompute it can be bounded in advance at k times the time required to increment 

I. Then at most k ooncurrent activations of F can be in execution simultaneously. Thus, muming 

sufficient oomputational resources are available to support k ooncurrent activations of F, the trailing 

variable SUM can only lag the leading variable I by k iterations. The constraint system can be 

augmented to reflect this fact by adding the constraint:. 

/(MsunJ -/(MI) < k. 

The parametric programming technique can be employed to detennine the sensitivity to k. Note 

that the resulting oonstraint system is identical to that which results from adding a oontrol arc with k 

trigger tokens. 

Fmploying FIFO oonstraints. rather than explicit oonstraints as suggested in Section 7.4 is rather 

precarious. The oomputation perfonned by the trailing variables would have to be almost trivial 

before such FIFO guarantees oould be made. Communication between PEs is extremely 

unpredictable. as is the time to process structure memory requests. Moreover. the amount of 

parallel activity in the machine influences the relative speeds of various oomputations. The gains in 

efficiency over the transformed loops that result from the algorithm in ·Section 7 .4 are offset by the 

hazards that may arise from in~rate timing predictions. 

-------------
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The other kind of faim~ ~umption we might consider is a limit on the relative rates of loop 

variables. . Suppose the trailing variables can be guaranteed to circulate at l/kth the rate of the 

leading variables. This scales the accumulation of tokens on the arcs emanating from the leading 

component by approximately (k-1)/k from the worst-case. Unfortunately, this kind of constraint 

can not be added to the constraint system with sacrificing total unimodularity. 

7.7. Extensions for Nested Loops 

The techniques for analyzing loops can be extended to handle nested loops, much as the 

techniques for acyclic code-block are extended to handle non-recursive procedures. If the inner 

loops are resource bounded, the cost of the edge corresponding to the activation of the inner loop 

can be scaled by the storage requirements of the · inner loop. The parametric programming 

technique can be employed for the outer loop, as discussed above, by analyzing the sensitivity to 

one right hand side value. 

If the outer loop is a bounded resource loop and the inner loop is parameterized, the composite 

structure can be analyzed by a similar parametric technique. Rather than examine the sensitivity to 

a right hand side value, the sensitivity to the cost coefficient representing the storage requirement of 

the inner loop is examined. 

If both loops are parameterized, the problem is somewhat more complex. The two parameters (a 

right hand side value for the outer loop, and a cost coefficient for the inner loop) must be adjusted 

simultaneously. This provides a method of determining how the pair of loops can unfold, given a 

bound on the resources they can use collectively. 

7.8. Loops with Conditionals 

We tum now to the problems rirised by conditional expreB>ns appearing within the cyclic 

portion of loops. RecalL with acyclic graphs the introduction of conditionals made computing tight 

bounds on token storage NP-oomplete. The same holds for loops. The branch-and-bound 

technique introduced in Chapter 6 will provide a reasonably tight bound for loops encountered in 

practice. Conditionals also complicate detennining the potential unfolding of loops. As a simple 

example, consider the graph in Figure 7· 11. The 'true' setting of the conditional allows for 

unbounded unfolding. whereas the 'false' setting gives a bounded loop. The dependencies between 
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loop variables can be affected by the setting of the conditional. We must mute that loops have 

bounded unfolding under any setting of the internal oonditionals, in order to avoid token storage 

overflow and run-away parallelism. Moreover, we must guarantee that only a fixed sized interval of 

iteration numbers are required at any time. These problems are addressed in tum. 

switch , .. 
44 
__ 

T E 

~ switch 

~r T F 

~ 
+I 

Figure 7·11: Loop with Conditional Dependencies 

To mure bounded unfolding we need only guarantee that the merge nodes are mutually 

dependent (le., the merge I-dependency graph forms a connectQd component) regardlea of the 

settings of the conditionals. To this end, we adopt a oonservative attitude toward the dependencies 

implied by a oonditional expnsion; dependencies which are -affected by the settings of the 

oonditionals are ignored This may cause redundant arcs to be introduced when the trailing nodes 

are tied together, but no serious problems. 

---------------------
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The essence of this transformation is the observation that loops have bounded unfolding if the 

cyclic portion forms a strongly connected component Auxiliary arcs can be added so that this 

condition is met The resulting loop is amenable to analysis using the constraint system technique 

developed in Chapter 5. Furthermore, the loops can be controlled dynamically. 

We now have included the entire collection of graph schemata allowed by the U·interpreter. We 

can once again evaluate our situation with respect to the resource management problems. 

1. Termination Detection: Solved. For any code-block, cyclic or acyclic, by adding arcs we 
can guarantee that the firing of the end node signifies termination. 

2. Token Storage Overflow: Solved, with the caveats mentioned in the previous chapter 
concerning conditionals. By transforming loops in the manner described above we 
guarantee that every code-block invocation ~ bounded token storage requirements. A 
reasonably tight bounded on the worst-case token storage requirement of a given code· 
block can be determined by solving a linear program. 

3. Iteration Overflow: Solved. Transformed loops require a bounded number of iteration 
identifiers and recycle iteration identifiers automatically. The D operator simply 
increments i, modulo some parameter k. 

4. Program Deadlock: Partially solved. In restricted cases, the resource requirements of 
entire subtrees of the invocation tree can be predicted. In general, the requirements of 
the entire program can not be predicted. However, by restricting the breadth of the 
active invocation tree, the potential for program deadlock can be reduced. Restricting 
the unfolding of loops is an mential contribution in this light Loops which exhibit 
potentially unbounded unfolding tend to cause the active invocation tree to grow very 
broad, very rapidly. 

--~-------- ··-·---
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Chapter Eight 

Dynamic Control 

The preceding chapters provide a romplete solution to the first three resource management 

problems: termination detection, token storage overflow, and iteration overflow. However, 

program deadlock has been only partially add~d. ~t us review the steps taken so far. Chapters 

2 through 4 established the nature of the problerp. A program unfolds as a tree of rode-block 

invocations. Each invocation requires certain resources. Program deadlock arises when the active 

invocation tree exceeds the resource capacity of the machine. Chapter S provided a means of 

predicting the overall resource requirements for a· restricted class of programs. Chapter 6 

demonstrated that overall resource requirements can not be predicted for programs in general. 

Thus, it is not possible to determine a priori whether a given program will deadlock. In light of this, 

we have aimed at reducing the potential for program deadlock, rather than trying to avoid it all 

together. The key observation is that the resource requirements of a program are reduced if the 

breadth of the active portion of the invocation tree is restricted. Thus, rontrolling the number of 

roncurrent iterations of loops is a vital step in reducing the potential for program deadlock. If a 

loop can potentially unfold into a large number of roncurrent iterations under reasonably fair 

scheduling, each iteration must involve a substanti.81 amount of oomputation. Rapidly spawning 

many such blocks of romputation makes program deadlock very likely. It would be wiser to 

generate only as much parallel romputation as requ~ to saturate the machine. In this chap~r. we 

ronsider even more aggresmve mwures to reduce the potential for program deadlock and examine 

ways to dynamically control the amount of parallel activity. 

The central concept in this chapter is the invocation tree. At any time, the active portion of the 

invocation tree represents the load on the machine resources. The depth of the active portion is 

dictated by the romputation being performed. However, the breadth of the active portion is 

determined by the way a program is allowed to unfold. Thus, the overall size of the active 
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invocation tree can be partially oontrolled. An effective resource management system should 

dynamically control program unfolding so that the size of the active invocation tree does not exceed 

the available resources. Clearly, this is not possible for all programs, since some programs simply 

require more resources than the machine provides. The goal is to allow a large elm of programs to 

execute efficiently on the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. This requires constraining a 

program when it begins to generate parallel activity far in excess of the amount of parallelism that 

can be exploited by the underlying machine. 

8.1. Breadth·first and Depth·flrst Evaluation 
.• 

To understand how program unfolding can be controlled, let us examine two extreme scenarios. 

Consider first the maximally parallel scenario offered by the U-interpreter. All processor resources 

are mumed to be unbounded; an activity executes as soon as it is enabled; and the invocation tree 

unfolds in a breadth-first manner. As soon as an .activity completes, all of the activities that it 

enables execute. At the code-block invocation level, as many branches as posst'ble are pursued in 

parallel. Independent, subordinate invocations are initiated in parallel Each subordinate 

invocation is the root of a subgraph of independent computation, so new subgraphs are initiated at 

the soonest possible moment Each of these enable as many subordinate invocations as possible, 

and so on. The active portion of the execution graph tends to become broad and bushy. Asmming 

unbounded resources, the program executes in the minimiim possible time. 

At the other extreme, consider the scenario for a conventional (sequential) machine. Only a 

single code-block invocation can be active at any time. When a subordinate invocation is initiated, 

the caller is suspended until the subordinate completes. The invocation tree unfolds in a depth-first 

manner. A single branch of the invocation tree unfolds until it terminates. It then retracts to the 

· 1ast unevaluated alternative branch, and so on. It is possible fo~ a dataflow machine to pursue a 

depth-first unfolding as well Each code-block invocation is permitted to have at most one active 

subordinate invocation at any time. The active invocation subtree is restricted to a single branch, 

however. unlike. a conventional machine, there may be activity all along the branch. A code--block 

invocation need not suspend when it invokes a subordinate. 

In the maximally parallel scenario, the active portion of the invocation tree may include the entire 

invocapon tree. In the sequential scenario, the active portion never includes more than a single 
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branch. Thus, a maximally parallel evaluation can require exponentially more resources than a 

sequential evaluation. 

Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture leans toward a maximally parallel evaluation, like the U

interpreter, even though it can exploit only a certain amount of parallelism. Activities are enabled 

in essentially FIFO order. If invocations are initiated ~ soon ~ they are enabled, independent 

subordinate invocations will execute in parallel, regardless of status of the machine or the amount of 

exposed parallelism. Consider a simple program which employs binary recursion. At the top level, 

both subordinates are activated; one perhaps slightly ahead of the other. They may be placed on 

separate processing elements or their execution may be interlaced in the pipeline of a single 

processing element; in either case, they make comparable progress and their four subordinates are 

activated nearly in parallel. The unfolding proceeds in a breadth-first manner. When the amount 

of exposed parallelism exceeds the amount of parallelism that can be exploited, the various 

invocations timeshare the processing elements at the instruction level. The progress of each of the 

active code-blocks is comparably degraded, and they continue to make comparable progrea. The 

invocation tree continues to unfold in a breadth-first manner, even though the processing power of 

the machine is fully utilized and additional parallelism can not be exploited. If the active portion 

exceeds the machine resources, the program deadlocks. A less ~er strategy might allow the 

program to execute to completion and still fully utilize the p~ power of the machine. 

To effectively utilize the machine and allow large programs to run on it, the active invocation tree 

should be just broad enough to provide enough parallelism to saturate the machine. A breadth-first 

evaluation can be pursued until enough parallelism is generated to saturate the machine. At thdt 

point. the various independent subtrees can be constrained to a depth-first evaluation. 

How should such a control strategy be implemented? We have two choices: (i) transform graphs 

by adding auxiliary arcs to limit the number of requests for parallel invocations, or (ii) allow the 

resource management system to delay initiating invocations. Both approaches effectively limit the 

branching of the active invocation subtree. 
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Thus, for every code-block we have two graphs, a breadth-first graph and a depth-first graph. It 

is not difficult to engineer the program representation so that these are represented by a single 

code-block; the auxiliary arcs must be specially designated. Tokens for a particular invocation carry 

a flag which indicates the fonn of evaluation. When a code-block is invoked, the resource manager 

can designate the fonn of evaluation to pursue. A breadth-first strategy can be followed until ample 

parallelism is generated. At that point. a more conservative depth-first strategy can be adopted, 

until the exposed parallelism falls below a certain threshold 

Delayed invocation requests 

Delaying invocation requests within the resource manager boils down to constructing an 

appropriate set of requests queues. The primary is.gie is how to record the structure of the 

executing program so that given an invocation request. the part of the active invocation tree that it 

stems from can be detennined. A simple approach is to asggn a threshhold of subordinate 

invocations to each invocation and delay invocations when the threshold is exceeded. A queue of 

pending subordinate invocations is maintained as part of the state infonnation as&>ciated with each 

invocation. When an invocation is requested, the number of current subordinates is examined. If 

the threshold is exceeded, the request is queued; otherwise, the invocation is perfonned When 

subordinate invocations tenninate, pending invocations are processed. 

8.2. A Control Strategy 

Given a mechanism for controlling the unfolding of program, we must develop a strategy for 

applying control and detennine the class of program which will execute successfully on the machine 

under such a strategy. One obvious strategy is to limit the unfolding to a fixed number of 

sequential threads. The limit being detennined by the amount of parallelism the machine is 

capable of exploiting. In the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture, each PE is capable of exploiting 

approximately eight-fold parallelism. So in a configuration with p processing elements, it would be 

reasonable to limit the unfolding the Sp to 16p sequential threads. 

We can categorize the class of program which are sure to execute successfully on the machine 

with such a mtegy. Suppose k branches of the invocation tree are allowed to execute in parallel. 

What are the resource requirements of a program executing under such a strategy? In the worst-
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case, k independent branches are established in the top few levels of the invocation tree, and each 

extends the full depth of the tree. Such a program requires k times as much romputational 

resources as a sequential evaluation. Thus, a program can execute k• p-fold parallelism on p 

processing elements, if a sequential evaluation of the program can execute with 11 J!1 the resources 

in a single processor. Thus, the space romplexity of a program under pure sequential evaluation 

provides a good metric for whether a program will run effectively within the resources provided by 

a parallel machine, under such a control strategy. 

Note that Processing Elements in the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture do not pursue a pure 

sequential evaluation, in the sense meant here. They tend to pursue a breadth-first evaluation, as 

explained above. The fewer the number of p~ing elements, the more refjtricted the breadth of 

the active invocation tree should be. 

The relationship between resource requirements and program unfolding outlined above has 

important ronsequences. Consider the implications for the viability of large systems of small 

processors. Such systems can execute only a small cla of programs effectively. namely programs 

whose invocation tree is extremely broad and shallow. Adding processors to such a system allows 

for a broader active invocation tree, but not a deeper one. To support a deeper tree, either the 

processors must be larger, or less parallelism exploited. If parallelism is restricted too much, 

processors will idle; their resources being used simply to record the state of the romputation. 

In summary, the amount of exposed parallelism should be ronstrained to be some multiple of the 

number of processors. Since the resources required to execute a program can grow linearly with the 

amount of parallelism exposed, such a policy maintains a close match between the supply and 

demand for resources. A simple rule of thumb applies: if a program can execute sua:essfully in a 

sequential evaluation on a single processor, it should execute sua:essfully with a limited parallel 

evaluation on any number of processors, each providing resources equivalent to the singleton 

processor. 

Note that at the code-block invocation level, depth-first evaluation requires the least amount of 

resources. At the activity level, this is not the case. Consider a loop code-block such as the 

summation example from Chapter 2. With a depth-first evaluation, the leading variable (I) would 

perform all n iteration before any other operators had a chance to fire. Even if the function F 
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required very little time to compute. the resource requirement would be a multiple ofn. Note,.that 

with bounded resource code-blocks, the choice of scheduling strategy at the activity level has less 

dramatic effects. 

Finally. note that less resources are required if branching is permitted toward the bottom of the 

tree. rather than toward the top. This is a bit difficult to arrange, however. The invocation tree is 

not known in advance. so it is impossible to determine when the bottom is near. Also, it introduces 

a time/space compromise. In order to allow for branching near the bottom of the tree. a deep 

sequential thread must be allowed to develop. 

8.3. A Resource Management Policy 

The results of this chapter. and preceding ones. can· be oombined in an overall resource 

management policy. As part of the oompilation phase, acyclic rode-bloc~ are analyzed to 

determine their token-storage requirements. Cyclic oode·blocks are transformed to introduce 

control arcs and analyzed to determine their storage . requirements. as a function of the oontrol 

parameter. Code-blocks are augmented with specially designated arcs to allow for breadth-first or 

depth-first evaluation. 

Each processing element tries to maintain k independent branches of the invocation tree. Note 

that an invocation in depth-first mode extends a branch, whereas in breadth-first mode an 

invocation introduces a new branch. A PE which falls below its threshold operates in a breadth-first 

mode to increase its load It may also signal other PEs, to indicate that it needs work. A PE which 

exceeds its threshold operates in depth-first mode. Note that this does not alleviate the exe<3, it 

simply inhibits further increase. The work can decrease in two ways: a sequential thread can die 

out, or one can be given away to another PE. 

... ~,·~ , ........ ~--~ ..... ,_,_,,,._ .... ,,. 
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Chapter Nine 

Conclusion 

The U-interpreter provides a powerful and elegant fonnal model for dataflow computation. It 

offers a precise concept of legal program execution, abstracting away all details concerning the 

management of computational resources. The U-interpreter is almost too successful in abstracting 

the role of resources in dataflow computation; even though the model has been well represented in 

the literature for some years, no clear notion of the resource requirements of dataflow programs has 

emerged. This thesis offers such a notion. One must understand, however, that the resource 

requirements of a dataflow program depend heavily on the execution order, and hence on the 

amount of parallelism that is exploited. Realizing the U-interpreter in a concrete machine involves 

tackling certain basic resource management problems that are subterfuged in the formal model. 

including: distribution of work, termination detection, token storage management. tag 

management, and control over program unfolcfmg. These issues are addressed in this thesis in the 

context of the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. 

Understanding the Abstract Model 

Although the motivation for the thesis is effective use of the Tagged Token Dataflow 

Architecture, the contributions it offers toward understanding the abstract model are important as 

well The firing rule and the graph schemata are well represented in the literature (9, 3l However, 

the focus on the invocation tree as means of understanding the dynamic behavior of dataflow 

programs has not been d~ in the literature. It is an important concept for a number of 

reasons: (i) it makes clear the role of activity names, (ii) it suggests how activity names can be 

represented by smaller tags, (iii) it provides a framework for describing the resource requirements 

of programs, and (iv) it suggests how the resource requirements of programs can be controlled. It 

has been argued in the literature (U] that dataflow models are extremely amenable to -formal 

.) "<" " ""'_, _ _.,, ... ' ~ -.. • •• , ..... , '" .. ,. •.· ••• ·~ .~ ~ - -"'- -~·... ·~ 
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analysis. This viewpoint is born out extensively in the thesis; powerful algebraic and graph 

theoretic techniques have been employed to analyze the nature of dataflow programs. The 

applications for these techniques extend beyond the work presented here. 

Realization of the Model 

In realizing the U-interpreter. there is a clear appeal to maintaining the qualities of the abstract 

model as much as possible. This is certainly a motivating force in the design of the Tagged Token 

Dataflow Architecture. However, extreme caution is required. since the model can not be realized 

completely. The differences between the model and the machine must be carefully understood and 

addressed. The Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture captures the firing rule precisely, and storage 

for token is allocated and released automatically by the hardware. Unfortunately, the finite size of 

the token store represents a serious hazard Iteration identifiem are treated much as in the U

interpreter, except they are finite and rather small in size. This also presents a serious hazard 

Programs are allowed to unfold automatically, as in the U-interpreter. Since the resource 

requirements of a program increase as more parallelism is exposed, allowing invocations to be 

performed at the earliest moment is a hazardous strategy. The main thrust of this thesis is 

overcoming these problems. 

The approach we have adopted is to work within the framework of the abstract model as much as 

possible, because it provides a clean framework for formal analysis. Problematic programs can be 

transformed into equivalent programs with more tractable requirements. Termination detection is 

. accomplished by embellishing graphs with auxiliary dependencies. A constraint system technique 

was developed which allows the token storage requirements of individual code-block invocations to 

be determined efficiently. Recognizing that a certain cl& of loops is particularly well-behaved led 

to a program transformation which allows the unfol~g of loops tb be controlled and iteration 

identifiers to be recycled automatically. Observations concerning the relationship of resource 

requirements to the unfolding of the invocation tree led to heuristics for controlling the unfolding 

of programs in accordance with the resource capacity of the machine. Thus. by analyzing and 

transforming program graphs. we can control the resource requirements of dataflow programs. 

This will allow large programs to execute effectively on the Tagged Token Dataflow Architecture. 

""""""'~ ..... - ~ -- ,, ~· ' ._,, ..... ., -. 
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